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Annuities are issued by Prudential Annuities Life Assurance Corporation (PALAC) located in Shelton, CT (main office). PALAC, a
Prudential Financial company, is solely responsible for its own financial condition and contractual obligations. Prudential Annuities is
a business of Prudential Financial, Inc.
This material is being provided for informational or educational purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives or financial
situation of any client or prospective clients. The information is not intended as investment advice and is not a recommendation about managing or
investing your retirement savings. Clients seeking information regarding their particular investment needs should contact a financial professional.
Annuity contracts contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits, and terms for keeping them in force. Your licensed financial professional
can provide you with complete details.

I

Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing company. All products and/or options may not be available in all states or with all broker/dealers.

•

This material may not be approved in all states.
© 2018 Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities. Prudential Annuities, Prudential, the Prudential logo, the Rock symbol, and Bring Your Challenges
are service marks of Prudential Financial, Inc. and its related entities, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
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Issued on contracts: ICC17 FIAE(11/17) FIAE/IND(11/17)
Issued on endorsements: ICC17-FIA-P2P(11/17), ICC17-FIA-MVA(11/17), et al. or END-FIA-MVA(11/17) et al. or state variation thereof with schedules
ICC17-FIA-P2P-SCH(11/17), ICC17-FIA-MVA-SCH(11/17), et al. or END-FIA-MVA-SCH(11/17) et al. or state variation thereof
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PROTECTION OR
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY?
HOW ABOUT BOTH.

1

If your clients approaching retirement need principal protection with upside potential, it may
make sense to allocate a portion of their assets to PruSecure.

or financial
anaging or
ofessional.
rofessional

1-year index term option plus greater growth opportunity with 3- and 5-year options
Simple point-to-point crediting strategy
• Choice of surrender charge period plus flexibility to mix and match indices and crediting periods
•
•

ker/dealers.

Get more details about our newest retirement solution.
Go online or call our Sales Desk at 1-844-207-6985.

Challenges

prudential.com/PruSecure
schedules
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Introducing PruSecure Fixed Indexed Annuity

PALAC, a
nnuities is

Diversity pays dividends.

ClearBridge believes investors shouldn’t have to choose between principles and performance.
Thirty years of experience shows us that long-term, active Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) investing is good business. We advocate for gender and other types of diversity in our portfolio
companies—an approach that’s proven to pay returns. For example, Fortune 500 companies with three
or more women directors outperform those with none. Companies with the most women on their
board have a higher return on sales, a higher return on equity and a higher return on invested capital.1
Offer your clients return on their investments and their values. ClearBridge.com/esg

Experience is our ESG advantage.

1

Catalyst (2007) The Bottom Line: Corporate Performance and Women’s Representation on Boards.

ClearBridge Investments, LLC is a Legg Mason Company. All investments involve risk, including loss of principal.
©2017 ClearBridge Investments, LLC.
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ARE YOU PREPARED
TO NAVIGATE
FIXED INCOME RISK?
We’re with you the entire way
Through rigorous credit research, MFS assesses
risk and explores opportunities to help advisors
help their clients.
Learn more about our risk-aware approach at
www.mfs.com/fixedincome
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What’s going on @
financial-planning.com?
www.financial-planning.com

ROCK BOTTOM

GUIDE TO GROWTH
Banks are coming back
The percentage of RIA M&A acquisitions by banks is rising.
20%

15%

19%

10%
11%
5%

0%

2016

2017

Source: TD Ameritrade Institutional

Worst Performing Funds Since ‘08

A Boon for RIA M&A?

In the decade since the 2008 financial

Banks could be big players in the

crisis, the worst-performing funds were

coming months. RIA mergers and

mostly found in the natural resources

acquisitions activity by banks

sector, including mining and gold.

rose by 8 percentage points in 2017

For some, the financial crisis wasn’t

from a year earlier, according to TD

even the low point. Click through

Ameritrade’s FA Insight research unit.

our slideshow to learn more. Go

To learn more, go to

to http://bit.ly/2FEIgoq

http://bit.ly/2nCDZZQ

EVENTS
May 6-9
IWI Annual Conference Experience
Nashville, Tennessee
http://bit.ly/2CVM8Cs
May 16-19
NAPFA Spring Conference
Phoenix
http://bit.ly/2s29nFD
June 6-8
Pershing Insite
Orlando, Florida
http://bit.ly/2nCVxWG
June 11-13
Morningstar Investment Conference
Chicago
http://bit.ly/2iihNVg
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS:
AUTONOMY,
WITH WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT.
THE MORE YOU KNOW,
THE MORE WE MAKE SENSE.
Our 15,000 financial advisors run their own offices and make
their own decisions. But they have vast resources at their
disposal, from a dedicated Branch Office Administrator to stateof-the-art technology and resources. It’s a unique business
model that’s helped us become one of the largest wealth
management firms in the country. Maybe it’s time to grow your
practice here. Maybe it’s time you got to know Edward Jones.
Visit edwardjones.com/knowmore

“HIGHEST IN EMPLOYEE ADVISOR
SATISFACTION AMONG FINANCIAL
INVESTMENT FIRMS”
Edward Jones received the highest
numerical score in the Employee
Advisor Segment in the J.D. Power 2017
Financial Advisor Satisfaction Study,
based on 1,761 total responses from 10
companies in the segment measuring
experiences and perceptions of
financial advisors, surveyed January–
April 2017. Your experiences may vary.
Visit jdpower.com

Cynthia Wemyss, CFP®
Financial Advisor
Los Altos, CA
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EDWARD JONES INDUSTRY PERCEPTIONS FINANCIAL PLANNING FULL PAGE AD — “THE BEST OF…” (CYNTHIA)

Editor’s View

FOLLOW
THE
LEADER

Raising the Bar
Volunteer days and relocation bonuses are just some
of the perks firms are offering their planners.
The job market for newly minted financial planners is
wide open. Doubtful? Just ask XY Planning Network
co-founder Alan Moore.
“There are more jobs than we know what do to
with,” he tells me, adding that young people don’t
pursue the career because they still misperceive it
as requiring cold calling or even door-to-door sales.
“We are having a problem finding enough students
to get through planning programs, get their CFP and
then get jobs,” Moore says. “Right now it’s very much a buyer’s market.”

STAY
CONNECTED.
STAY
ENGAGED.
From short gems of wit
and insight to valuable
observations, our Twitter
feed provides a real-time
connection to an influential
community of independent
financial advisors.

Even once students realize there’s no door-knocking involved, there are
certain hoops firms feel compelled to jump through to attract and keep
promising talent. Salary is just one part of the equation, according to
Financial Planning Senior Editor Charles Paikert.
“Millennials entering the workforce are going to want more work-life balance, flexibility and firm involvement in community and charitable causes,”
Paikert tells me. Firms are paying attention.
Just some of the perks they offer include volunteer days, relocation bonuses for advisors who move closer to the office and “fun committees” that
arrange activities such as go-kart racing, according to Paikert, who wrote the
main feature, “Pay Day.”
“In addition to increasing compensation for employees in a tight job
market, RIA firms are making sure employees feel like they’re having fun at
work and enjoy working for their employer,” Paikert says. In his story, Paikert mentioned the coffee bar in Homrich Berg’s Atlanta headquarters, but “I
wasn’t able to track down the juice bar that at least one RIA reportedly has in
their offices,” he says.
Of course, you can’t pay bills with the proceeds from a go-kart race win or

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
@FINPLAN

savings from free office coffee, so Paikert dived into salary metrics for advisors around the country. In San Francisco, lead advisors’ total compensation
package runs $193,000. Those in Dallas earn about 9% less. Maybe because
they’re paying for the fresh-squeezed juice? —Chelsea Emery
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A solid framework can help you
build portfolios with confidence.
The investment universe is expanding.
The fiduciary landscape is evolving.
But what your clients need from you hasn’t changed.

Create a solid framework for
constructing portfolios. Search
Building the Right Team
on institutional.fidelity.com
to view our perspective.

Unless otherwise disclosed to you, in providing this information, Fidelity is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice, or to
give advice in a fiduciary capacity, in connection with any investment or transaction described herein. Fiduciaries are solely responsible
for exercising independent judgment in evaluating any transaction(s) and are assumed to be capable of evaluating investment risks
independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment strategies. Fidelity has a financial interest in any
transaction(s) that fiduciaries, and if applicable, their clients, may enter into involving Fidelity’s products or services.
Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • No Bank Guarantee

Not NCUA or NCUSIF insured. May lose value. No credit union guarantee.
Fidelity Investments & Pyramid Design is a registered service mark of FMR LLC.

Before investing, have your client consider the funds’ investment objectives, risks, charges, and
expenses. Contact Fidelity for a prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this
information. Have your client read it carefully.
819701.3.0
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GO FROM

Financial
Advisor
TO

Retirement
Hero
You don’t need a cape to be your clients’
#RetirementHero. With ADP’s retirement solutions, your
clients get access to the tools and guidance they need
to help their employees become retirement ready. Like
our mobile app, which makes it simple and easy to enroll,
manage, and track progress — anytime, anywhere.
Unleash your inner superhero with ADP’s retirement solutions.

www.adp.com/retirementservices

844-ADP-ELITE

Unless otherwise agreed in writing with a client, ADP, LLC and its affiliates do not offer
investment, financial, tax or legal advice or management services. For its retirement
plan recordkeeping customers, ADP agrees to act as a nondiscretionary recordkeeper
performing ministerial functions at the direction of the plan sponsor and/or plan administrator. Accordingly, ADP does not serve in a fiduciary capacity nor act as an investment
advisor or manager to any of the retirement plans for which it provides recordkeeping
services. Nothing in these materials is intended to be, nor should be construed as,
advice or a recommendation for a particular situation or plan. Please consult with your
own advisors for such advice.

ADP, the ADP logo and ADP A more human resource are registered trademarks
of ADP, LLC. 99-4996-D13E-0318 Copyright © 2018 ADP, LLC.
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Benchmark
DATA-BASED INSIGHT FROM FINANCIAL PLANNING AND SOURCEMEDIA RESEARCH

Retirement Advisor Confidence Index

Client Risk Tolerance Plummets
Stock market volatility was a major factor as the component experienced its largest
monthly drop since the index was launched.
By Harry Terris

50.9 — also the largest retrenchment in

Advisors report they are frequently

The return of stock market volatility has
prompted clients to recalibrate portfo-

reviewing risk positions with clients,

lios and adopt a more defensive

with a particular focus on those

posture, advisors say. Client risk

nearing or in retirement.

the history of the index.
The composite tracks asset allocation;
investment product selection and sales;
client risk tolerance and tax liability; new

“We’re having discussions about

tolerance deteriorated sharply, according to the latest Retirement Advisor

moving some funds to annuities” in

retirement plan enrollees and planning

Confidence Index — Financial Planning’s

order to preserve future income, one

fees. Still, at just above 50, the composite

monthly survey of wealth managers.

advisor says.

remains in expansion territory.
Advisors say that they remain

Some advisors say the renewed

The component tracking risk
tolerance plummeted 20.8 points to

volatility in stocks after a long period

confident about the fundamental

37.2, the biggest monthly drop since the

of relative calm has reinforced

strength of the economy and that while

index was launched in 2012. Readings

expectations for a deep correction.

they have had to coach some clients

above 50 indicate an increase, while

The slide in stock prices after the highs

not to stray from long-term plans,

readings below 50 indicate a decline.

set last year “serves as a reminder that

many have taken higher stock volatility

the markets can pull back,” one

in stride. “My team and I have been

advisor says.

telling our clients that the economy is

“Violent” swings in equity markets
have “definitely spooked clients,” one

healthy and the outlook looks good

The free fall in the risk component

advisor says. “A small percentage went
to 100% cash, many more to more

was the biggest factor behind a

going forward. We also did expect a

conservative allocations.”

7.1-point drop in the composite RACI to

correction — not recession — some-

CLIENT RISK TOLERANCE

RETIREMENT ADVISOR CONFIDENCE INDEX
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The Retirement Advisor Confidence Index, published in partnership with ADP®, is created by the editors of Financial Planning and is based on a monthly survey of about 300 advisors. Visit financial-planning.com for more results.
ADP and the ADP logo are registered trademarks of ADP, Inc. ADP does not provide tax, financial, investment or legal
advice, or recommendations for any particular situation or type of retirement plan.

Financial-Planning.com
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Benchmark
flows into cash fell 8.3 points to 46.8.

dropped 8.7 points to 49.7, the first

The component tracking the amount of

reading below 50 in more than a year.

advantage of stock price swings to buy

client assets used to buy equities also

Advisors say stock price declines have

during the dips — in some cases

fell 10.7 points but remained in expan-

eroded managed assets. Some advisors

deploying cash that was accumulated

sion territory at 54.

also note that competitive pressures,

time this year,” one advisor says.
Many advisors say clients are taking

including from robo advisor platforms,

The component tracking fees

for just such an opportunity.

ASSETS ALLOCATED TO EQUITIES, BONDS AND CASH

FEES FOR RETIREMENT SERVICES
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have compressed fees.
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Harry Terris is a Financial Planning contributing writer in New York. He is also a contributing writer and former data editor for American Banker.
Follow him on Twitter at @harryterris.
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12th Annual
Invest in Others Awards

Nominate
an Advisor

Do you know an advisor giving back
to a non-profit in their community?

Nominate them!

investinothers.org/nominate

O

MI

N AT I

O
N

N

Winners and finalists
can receive up to $50,000
for their favorite charity!

April 18
D

EA

DLIN

E

Categories:

• Catalyst
• Community Service
• Global Impact
• Volunteer of the Year
• Lifetime Achievement

2018 TOP
SPONSORS

investinothers.org
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Veres

profitable. For independent
BDs, it’s not hard to read the
handwriting on the wall. The
number of FINRA member
firms has steadily fallen from
5,374 in 2002 to 3,835 in 2016,
while the rep count dropped
from 662,311 to 635,902.
Fees are clearly the future,
and an all-fee planning
practice doesn’t need some
of the things that independent firms have traditionally provided: a place to
park your license, access to
commission-based annuities
and nontraded REITs, and a

Outgrowing Their Roots
Independent broker-dealers will have to re-examine their
business models as a fee-only fiduciary world draws near.

compliance regime that fussily inspects every outgoing
message to clients as if it
may be a sales pitch. Why
pay 10% to 12% of your topline revenues for supervision
that is no longer appropriate
for your business model?

By Bob Veres

As the financial planning industry nears a

Fast forward to today, and it appears that

The number of FINRA
member firms has
steadily fallen from
5,374 in 2002 to 3,835
in 2016.

fee-only fiduciary world, advisors are finally

the profession is outgrowing its original facil-

outgrowing the profession’s roots — and for

itator. A growing number of advisors are go-

the better. In the process, though, indepen-

ing fee-only and affiliating with institutional

What to do? I think the

dent broker-dealers will face some important

custodians like TD Ameritrade Institutional,

independent BDs face some

choices about their future business models.

Schwab Advisor Services, Fidelity Institution-

important decisions that

First, some brief history. The planning

al, Shareholders Service Group and Pershing

will determine their future

profession was initially made possible by the

Advisor Solutions. Many fee-only firms now

viability. Their first decision is

emergence of the independent broker-dealer

have more than $1 billion in AUM.

what kind of advisor they will
cater to in the future. In my

business model in the late 1970s and early
1980s, which suddenly gave brokerage repre-

Accelerating the Trend

sentatives a new business option.

The Department of Labor’s fiduciary rule has

mind, there are two choices.
First, the firms who have

They could move their licenses from the

only accelerated the trend, causing advisors

increasingly emphasized fee

brokerage firm to the independent BD, oper-

to drop their Series 7 and forego commission

business, like Cambridge

ate their own offices and enjoy much more

revenue, or enter the business as fee-only

Investment Research or

independence than they did in the bullpen

from the start.

Commonwealth Financial

under the supervision of the local branch

Meanwhile, new mark-to-market require-

Network, could opt to secede

manager. They could sell the products they

ments for nontraded REITs, a growing market

from FINRA altogether and

wanted to sell, and, more important, they

of no-load annuities and a seemingly endless

instantly become the equiva-

could provide investment advice in the con-

parade of new FINRA regulatory hassles

lent of a national RIA.

text of a comprehensive financial plan.

are making sales activities less attractive or

Financial-Planning.com
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Veres
dealer executive about the idea and

The other option could be called a

diminishing market share as sales reps

reps

he said that if FINRA were out of the

sales house: a FINRA-affiliated haven

age out of the business and greater

their

picture, he could remove more than 100

for the reps who are determined to

potential for arbitration claims related

compliance staffers and drop home

remain in sales and say “to hell with the

to unsuitable recommendations.

office overhead dramatically.

fiduciary trend.”

The national RIA model would at-

A broker-dealer network like Cetera

Bu

going

Whichever direction the broker-

intern

dealer chooses, there will be another

the in

tract advisors and brokers who want

Financial Group would specialize in

branch in the decision tree. Much of

that

to be ahead of the fiduciary curve

servicing sales agents and stock its

the value of a home office lies in the

hind

and still collect residual trail commis-

shelves with the annuities and nontrad-

technology that is made available to

dent

sions. It would charge a monthly fee for

ed REITs that have been their bread

the affiliates. How these firms choose

practice management advice, national

and butter for decades. In the short

to add value with their technology suite

tiona

educational conferences, technology

term, this could be a huge recruiting

would distinguish them in the market-

to cre

and wholesale custodial services, and

bonanza for reps who are tired of being

place, perhaps more than any other

integ

that sense of community, which may

told to charge fees for their advice.

service-related issue.

gies.

Fo

I think there are two possibilities.

pens

ance overlay to keep the reps out of

One avenue is to create a proprietary

techn

trouble, deliver excellent sales and

technology suite, which would give the

poten

The Downside

marketing assistance and lead

firm more control over the feature set,

tion)

The potential disadvantages: lose rep-

generation, and enjoy protected

tighter integration of the CRM, asset

fierce

resentatives who prefer sales and have

revenue margins from the independent

management and financial planning

to compete on value versus price with

custodial competitors.

components, and a certain stickiness in

be the most important service that the
best broker-dealers offer their advisors.

independent custodians.

The firm would provide a compli-

The potential disadvantages: a

that it might be harder for advisors or

Transparency. Simplicity.
Unlimited Tax Deferral.

Deliver
value is
though
produc
advisor

We wor
how bu
No hidd
saved c
unnece

Just a few of the features
that have attracted more
than 5,000 RIAs and
Fee-Based Advisors to
our innovative IOVA.
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eps

reps to be lured away and have to start

r

their tech stack from scratch.

make their own software choices.

ranks of the wirehouse firms — people
who want to escape the restrictions on

Trying to Keep Up

the products they can recommend and

going down this road: notably higher

But there would be disadvantages to

the advice they can give.

internal expenses to build and maintain

this approach as well. How do you keep

Sound familiar? The difference is

er

the in-house system and the possibility

up with all the new emergent competi-

that now the BDs are competing with

f

that the legacy software would fall be-

tive technologies in the software space?

increasingly large independent advi-

e

hind the dynamic evolution of indepen-

Another, perhaps bigger disadvantage

sory firms for those brokers, and the

to

dent software solutions.

is that hanging your hat on great soft-

fee-only firms have a better story to tell

Follow the other branch, and the na-

ware integration would give you less

regarding where the future is going.

suite

tional RIA or sales house would commit

differentiation from the independent

Like it or not, the business model

et-

to creating and maintaining superior

custodial competition who have all

that helped the planning profession

r

integration of off-the-shelf technolo-

been offering off-the-shelf integration

emerge is in danger of being left be-

gies. This would certainly be a less ex-

technology and who have large annual

hind by the progress toward becoming

.

pensive approach than the proprietary

budgets to apply to the issue.

a real profession. As we head toward

ary

technology suite and it would provide a

ted

se

But there would be disadvantages to

Anecdotal reports tell me that the

an increasingly fee-only fiduciary world,

potential recruiting (though not reten-

independent custodians have recently

I hope I’ll see the independent broker-

set,

tion) advantage: it would allow the

been growing again as they recruit

dealers making their contributions to

et

fiercely independent affiliated offices to

affiliated advisors and reps from the

that future professional ecosystem.

the

FP

ng

ss in
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Bob Veres, a Financial Planning columnist in San Diego, is publisher of Inside Information, an information service for financial advisors. Visit
financial-planning.com to post comments on his columns or email them to bob@bobveres.com. Follow him on Twitter at @BobVeres.

Delivering RIAs and fee-based advisors client
value isn’t an afterthought. It’s JeffNat’s guiding
thought. A deliberate combination of purpose,
product and commitment to RIAs, fee-based
advisors and the clients they serve.
We work 100% transparently. Because that’s
how business should be done. No hidden fees.
No hidden commissions. These principles have
saved clients like yours over $174 million in
unnecessary insurance fees since 20061.
Simplicity has its advantages, too. Our flat-fee
IOVA, Monument Advisor, is a remarkable solution
for all fee-based advisors. Easy to grasp. Easy to
explain. Easy to manage.
If you’ve been looking for a way to build your
business into a powerhouse, try joining one. More
than 5,000 advisors are already on board with the
simple brilliance of Monument Advisor.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT:

jeffnat.com

OR CALL:

1.866.667.0564

1
Total client savings derived from annual average Monument Advisor contract size multiplied
by MORNINGSTAR® average M&E of 1.35%, minus the $240 flat-insurance fee of Monument
Advisor, and then multiplied by the number of policies in force. Data spans May, 2005 through
December, 2016.

Variable annuities are subject to market fluctuation and risk. Principal value and investment
returns will fluctuate and you may have a gain or loss when money is withdrawn.
Variable annuities are long-term investments to help you meet retirement and other longrange goals. Withdrawals of tax-deferred accumulations are subject to ordinary income tax.
Withdrawals made prior to age 59 1⁄2 may incur a 10% IRS tax penalty. Variable Annuities are
issued by Jefferson National Life Insurance Company, (Dallas, TX), or Jefferson National Life
Insurance Company of New York (New York, NY) and distributed by Jefferson National Securities
Corporation, FINRA member. Policy series JNL-2300-1, JNL-2300-2, JNL-2300-3, JNL-2300-1NY, JNL-2300-2-NY. All companies are members of Nationwide. JNL201710-A099
Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2017 Nationwide

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.
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NEW GENERATION

Grant

situations where this didn’t
work. First, some clients
worked through a financial
plan with me and finished
the engagement after six
months. A comprehensive
financial plan for $1,200
— what a bargain! After this,
I instituted a 12-month
minimum contract.

I was not prepared
for the feeling of
selfishness or guilt,
but I had wanted to
help those who
needed guidance.

Figuring the Right Price
After five changes to my pricing model in five years, I ultimately
returned to a strategy I had shunned when I started.

Then some clients came
along with significant assets.
At other firms, an ongoing
retainer would cost them
$5,000 to $10,000. They
realized the bargain they got
with me and signed up
immediately. I also knew

By Dave Grant

what a bargain it was, so I
decided to implement a
The biggest change in my practice since I

cant assets to manage. So I started a

tiered retainer structure

opened in 2013 is pricing. It’s not just me —

practice offering hourly and ongoing-retain-

where pricing increased as

most new RIA owners have gone through at

er planning.

assets increased.

least one pricing iteration. But why are

I had to face several questions: How would

pricing and service models so hard to

each of these services models be priced?

Gaining Traction

figure out?

What was my time worth per hour? What

At various asset levels,

would someone be willing to pay per year for

pricing increased from $200

my main goals was to get away from the

my service, but have that pricing broken

to $500 per month. But for

AUM pricing model. At my previous two

down into monthly payments? I don’t dwell

clients who hit those levels, it

employers, that accounted for the lion’s

on decisions too long so I decided to make it

became hard to justify that

share of revenue.

something easy to remember.

pricing after the initial year

When I opened my practice, one of

However, both firms had turned away

This was for my own sake in marketing

and the majority of the

clients who wanted to pay by the hour as it

and prospecting, but also for consumers who

heavy lifting was done.

wasn’t a service they wanted to offer. I never

may be comparing multiple planners.

fully understand this as there were hourly

I then went back to $200
per month but introduced an

planners in our geographic area who were

What Did and Didn’t Work

initial planning fee — first of

making it work. And we were saying “no” to

I went with a “$200 per hour and $200 each

$1,000, and then increasing

people who had money to pay for guidance.

month” model and stayed with this for 12

this to $1,600 six months

months. People could either pay per hour or

later. My hourly pricing

to follow a service model that didn’t include

per month, resulting in a $2,400 per year

turned to project pricing and

AUM. I wanted to work with those who

ongoing fee.

turned into packages for

As I left the second RIA, I was determined

needed guidance but may not have signifi-

After my initial 12 months, I found various

different client needs. As my

18 Financial Planning April 2018
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There’s win-win.
And then there’s
win-win-win.
2018

Winner of the Best Overall Small Fund
Family Award for the third year in a row.

Thrivent Mutual Funds’ back to back to back awards demonstrate the quality approach
practiced by our team of more than 100 expert investment professionals. Now available on
most major platforms, our funds can help your clients reach their investing goals. To learn
more about our award-winning fund family, visit us at ThriventFunds.com/Performance.
Asset Allocation

Call: 800-521-5308

Income Plus

Email: sales@ThriventFunds.com

Equity

Fixed Income

ThriventFunds.com/Performance

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investing in a mutual fund involves risks, including the
possible loss of principal. The prospectus contains more complete information on the investment objectives,
risks, charges and expenses of the fund, which investors should read and consider carefully before investing.
Updated performance information and prospectuses are available at ThriventFunds.com.
The Lipper Awards for Best Overall Small Fund Family are based on a review of 30 fund families for 2018, 32 fund
families for 2017 and 27 fund families for 2016. Award for U.S. Region Only.
Methodology: Overall Group Awards are given to the best large and best small fund families separately. Small fund family groups need to have at least
3 distinct portfolios in each of the equity, bond and mixed-asset class groups to qualify for the Overall Group award. For the 2018 Thomson Reuters
Lipper Fund Awards (based on three-year period ending 11/30/2017), a small fund family is defined as having assets of $75.3 billion or less. For the
2017 Thomson Reuters Lipper Fund Awards (based on three-year period ending 11/30/2016), a small fund family was defined as having assets of
$63.5 billion or less. For the 2016 Award (based on three-year period ending 11/30/2015) it was defined as assets of $57.7 billion or less. Money
Market assets are excluded. The Overall Group award is given to the fund family with the lowest weighted average decile ranking of its respective
asset class results based on the Consistent Return (Effective Return) value of the eligible funds per asset class. In cases of identical results, the
lower average percentile rank will determine the winner. Sales charges are not taken into consideration. Some Thrivent Mutual Funds may have had
fee waivers in effect. If they hadn’t been in effect performance would have been lower. See ThriventFunds.com or the Prospectus for current waiver
information.
From Thomson Reuters Lipper Awards, ©2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected by the Copyright Laws of the
United States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
The principal underwriter for Thrivent Mutual Funds is Thrivent Distributors, LLC, a registered broker/dealer and member of FINRA. Thrivent Asset
Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser, serves as the investment adviser for Thrivent Mutual Funds. Both entities are whollyowned subsidiaries of Thrivent Financial for Lutherans and have principal places of business at 625 Fourth Ave S., Minneapolis, MN 55415.
2027265
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Grant
practice struggled to gain traction, I

As I reflected on this, I decided I

exclusive service model.
They know that the pricing of an

rebranded and started taking referrals

wanted to work with a small group of

from a CPA, which meant doing AUM.

clients providing high-end services

advisor delivering comprehensive

(financial planning, investment man-

planning and life planning services isn’t

calendar year, I increased my prices,

agement, and income tax review or

going to be cheap but they are

got rid of my 12-month minimum, and

preparation) and charge a minimum of

accepting of the fee schedule. They

made my services similar to that of the

$10,000 per year doing so under an

don’t want their services to be priced on

companies I had left almost five years

AUM model.

the low end of an industry scale as they

As I entered the most recent

ago. My pricing and service model has
evolved more than five times in the
space of five years.
I have learned in talking with other
planners that this journey is not
uncommon. Many start out with low

I would encourage newer
advisors to not change their
models if they see they are
leaving money on the table.
I would be happy to work on one-off

realize that detailed knowledge,
experience and diligent work will
require higher compensation.
But should all owners go through
the same process as me, iterating
numerous times? I think some iteration

pricing to get clients in the door only to

projects for other clients, but if they

is fine, but there needs to be some

find some services do not pan out or

weren’t eligible for this $10,000 mini-

deliberate design based on the future

pricing needs to be increased.

mum fee, then I wouldn’t be prepared to

desired clientele. I think new owners

work with them on an ongoing basis.

and planners need to get clients in the

price themselves lower only to find

This would allow me to cap the number

door in order to fine-tune procedures

themselves being able to raise prices

of ongoing clients at 20 to 30. This

and services.

once they have some clients and years

income would allow me to hire a virtual

under their belt. Another factor is

staff, have income to support my

The ‘Ideal Client’ Fee Model

changing the firm’s ideal client. Pricing

family’s needs, and free up time for pro

Once this has been done and a

needs to reflect their financial and life

bono work.

comfortable level of recurring revenue

Others have low confidence so they

situation so pricing and services adjust

Something strange happened in the

has been established, then an “ideal

finalization of this design: It was, and

client” fee model should be established.

still is, far removed from the initial

While this may be vastly different from

Looking to the Future

model I had built. I was not prepared for

the current structure, it allows for a level

Not wanting to go through this

the feeling of selfishness or guilt but I

of certainty in prospecting, knowing that

adjustment again for a long time, I

had wanted to help those who needed

each new client will be adhering to a

decided to design my pricing and

guidance and who may not have had

service and pricing model that will

services based on the clients I want 10

the money to pay an AUM fee. And in

remain steady for a long period of time.

years from now.

building a new design, it made it hard

up or even downward.

I would encourage newer advisors

to generate significant and reliable

to not change their models if they see

now recurring, it has provided an

income. There is a reason many firms

they are leaving money on the table.

income cushion making this easier to

have minimums or only charge AUM,

do, but it still doesn’t calm my fears

and while it’s taken me some time to

pay more, and some will pay less.

completely. It led me to reflect on what

realize it, these firms have the ability to

Some may receive more than what

clients I desired, how my ideal practice

scale (if desired) and take advantage of

they pay for, and others will seem easy

would be designed, and my personal

increasing stock markets to increase

to service in regard to the revenue

income needs.

revenue without needing to find more

they generate. Build a pricing and

clients to generate more revenue.

service model that is appropriate for

As just over 60% of my revenue is

I was surprised by how many
knock-on effects that tweaking my

It’s also become apparent that new

Understand that some clients will

your ideal client but also complements

pricing and services were creating and

prospects seeking out my firm are

what you see your RIA becoming in

how it was changing the outcome of

attracted to the new pricing. They see

the decades to come. The rest will take

my business and personal life.

the value of a higher minimum and an

care of itself.

FP

Dave Grant, a Financial Planning columnist, is founder of the planning firm Retirement Matters in Cary, Illinois. He is also the founder of NAPFA
Genesis, a networking group for young fee-only planners. Follow him on Twitter at @davegrant82.
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TMSIX.
That’s mid-cap
for performance.
Best Mid-Cap Core Fund for both
5-Year and 10-Year Periods.

2018

This prestigious award is an example of recognition for our Thrivent Mid Cap Stock
Fund - Class S and its track record. And when we win, so do your clients. Check out
TMSIX to learn more.
Trailing Returns –
Average Annual(%)

1 year

3 year

5 year

10 year

18.94

15.48

18.52

10.23

Expense Ratio

As of 12/31/2017

TMSIX Class S
Call: 800-521-5308

Email: sales@ThriventFunds.com

(Gross)

0.72

ThriventFunds.com/Performance

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investing in a mutual fund involves risks, including the possible
loss of principal. The prospectus contains more complete information on the investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses of the fund, which investors should read and consider carefully before investing. Updated performance
information and prospectuses are available at ThriventFunds.com.
Based on risk-adjusted performance for the periods ending 11/30/2017, Thrivent Mid Cap Stock S was named the best
mid-cap core fund of 290 funds for the 5-year period and the best mid-cap core fund of 196 for the 10-year period.
Award for U.S. Region Only.
Based on risk-adjusted performance for the periods ending 11/30/2017, Thrivent Mid Cap Stock S was named the best mid-cap core fund of 290 funds for
the 5-year period and the best mid-cap core fund of 196 for the 10-year period.
Award for U.S. Region Only.
Fund award methodology: The highest Lipper Leader for Consistent Return (Effective Return) value within each eligible classification determines the fund
classification winner over three, five, or 10 years. Sales charges are not taken into consideration. Class S shares for this Fund have no sales charges.
From Thomson Reuters Lipper Awards, ©2018 Thomson Reuters. All rights reserved. Used by permission and protected by the Copyright Laws of the United
States. The printing, copying, redistribution, or retransmission of this Content without express written permission is prohibited.
Mid Cap Risks: The Fund primarily invests in securities of mid-sized companies, which often have greater price volatility, lower trading volume, and less
liquidity than larger, more established companies. The value of the Fund is influenced by factors impacting the overall market, certain asset classes, certain
investment styles, and specific issuers. The Fund may incur losses due to investments that do not perform as anticipated by the investment adviser.
The principal underwriter for Thrivent Mutual Funds is Thrivent Distributors, LLC, a registered broker/dealer and member of FINRA. Thrivent Asset
Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser, serves as the investment adviser for Thrivent Mutual Funds. Both entities are wholly-owned
subsidiaries of Thrivent Financial for Lutherans and have principal places of business at 625 Fourth Ave S., Minneapolis, MN 55415.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Cruz

and thus their product needs
to be fully valued and accounted for in the firm’s cost
structure.
In my experience at Cruz
Consulting Group, most
partners actually perform a
blended job role in fulfilling the responsibilities of
several vital positions for the
firm.

Compensation Concepts

If mentoring young
talent is part of the
firm’s strategic plan,
be sure to include
some reward in your
compensation system,
or the message to your
partners is that it’s not
valued.

Specific pay structures can help reward partners for the unique
value they provide to a firm.

perform the combination

For example, most owners
of generating new business, servicing the firm’s

By Kelli Cruz

top clients and running
the day-to-day business. A
typical blended job role for
Therefore, getting this aspect of your

a firm owner might be 35%

changes to your existing partner compensa-

compensation formula right is essential to

rainmaker, 40% relationship

tion plan, from a minor tweak to a major

the stability and profitability of the firm go-

management and 25% busi-

overhaul, there are some basic concepts you

ing forward.

ness management. Addition-

If your firm is considering making any

should keep in mind.

In my experience, partners are almost

ally, a partner may fill the

always the highest compensated profession-

roles of CEO, COO, CIO or

is no magic compensation system that will

als in the firm. Their responsibilities include

chief compliance officer.

satisfy all partners, meet all strategic goals

the critical roles of business development:

and work forever. Your compensation plan is a

client service and relationship management

advisory firms should be

living, breathing document. Thus, it will need

functions. I recommend the following com-

compensated like any other

to adjust to meet the demands of our evolv-

pensation structures. As most partners are

person in the firm for the

ing industry and to satisfy partner concerns

actively working in the business, they should

role they are performing as

around fairness, as well as complement and

be compensated for the roles or functions

an employee. I see a lot of

reward compliance with ever-changing firm

they are performing for the firm.

variation in how firms are

First, you should make a note that there

goals.

• Base compensation or salary is market-

Owners/partners of

determining salary for part-

rate compensation for the role and cor-

ners: 1) by a combination of

A Major Impact

responding responsibilities. Not paying

prior year revenue and other

The ways in which owners are compensated

owners a salary lowers the perceived value

contributions; 2) owners

can have the single biggest impact on the

of their contribution, and makes it difficult

receive no salaries — their

financials of a firm, and it can also set the

to manage profitability on an ongoing basis.

income is entirely in the form

terms for future firm partners.

Remember that partners work in the firm,

of incentive compensation or
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We’re built on relationships
that Schwab made possible.

Here’s How.
“Schwab has been a terrific strategic partner for us for
over two decades, helping us engage directly with
our peers. Each time we attend their events, we get a
new idea, solution, or connection out of it. Schwab
provides open forums where we can share our thoughts,
challenges, and questions with our peers facing the
same issues. With the relationships that we’ve built
through Schwab, we never have to go it alone.”
Maria Cornelius
Burt Wealth Advisors

We passionately support more independent advisors with
more assets under management than anyone in the industry.

Learn more at advisorservices.schwab.com or call 877-687-4085
Burt Wealth Advisors is not owned by or affiliated with Schwab, and its personnel are not employees or agents of Schwab. This is not a referral to, endorsement or
recommendation of, or testimonial for the advisor with respect to its investment advisory or other services. Schwab Advisor Services TM serves independent investment
advisors and includes the custody, trading, and support services of Schwab. Independent investment advisors are not owned by, affiliated with, or supervised by Schwab.
©2018 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“Schwab”). All rights reserved. Member SIPC. (1017-7PK1)
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Cruz
a percentage of profits; 3) salaries are

business. Some firms try to manage a

Before making these shifts, find out

determined yearly based on prior year

bottom line to a certain value by shift-

what your partners do and do not want

revenue contribution (draw); 4) salaries

ing most or all owner compensation

in a new compensation system. You

for all active owners are equal and not

into this distribution category.

can do this by facilitating a brain-

based on market rates.

The lesson here is that owners need

storming session.

to be fairly compensated for their roles

As a starting point, you might ask

sation for meeting or exceeding goals

first, and then overall business expens-

the partners to answer the question,

that are tied to the key strategic initia-

es and profitability must be managed

“What do you value the most?”

tives of the firm.

from that baseline.

• Incentive pay is variable compen-

the incentive or bonus pools to ensure
their full contribution is being reflected
in their compensation.
I speak with many firms that explain
they don’t need to pay partners a
performance incentive because these

Before you can develop a successful, comprehensive compensation

It’s important to include partners in

One of the biggest pitfalls
firms face is not distinguishing
between partners whose roles
are diminishing and those who
are fully engaged in running and
growing the business.

system, you must have a very clear and
agreed-upon credo as to what makes
your firm tick.
You may be surprised at how agreeable your partners are once they’ve
made their points of view known and
have the opportunity to consider the

partners are already sharing in the
firm’s profits. They feel this is the per-

Owner compensation plans should

fect way to align each owner with the

define the role of the owners and the

results of the firm. I can’t argue with

value of the jobs, hold each owner ac-

ate should be related to your firm’s

that logic.

countable to a certain level of perfor-

strategic goals.

What’s left out of that equation,
however, is that profit distribution does
not account for the individual perfor-

mance, and differentiate between re-

opinions of their fellow partners.
The compensation system you cre-

For example, if mentoring the next

wards for their labor and of ownership.

generation of talent is part of the firm’s

Recognizing owners and partners as

strategic plan, you should include some

employees first allows the ownership

form of reward for it in your compen-

group to differentiate contributions

sation system. If you do not do this,

partners who earn a smaller percent-

made by different partners at various

the message to your partners is that

age of the profit pool and may not be

phases in their careers.

mentoring is valueless.

level if they are not rewarded equitably

A Big Challenge

has compelling reasons for adoption,

for their efforts.

One of the biggest challenges firms

and just as compelling reasons for why

mance of each partner.
Additionally, you may have some

Every type of compensation system

motivated to contribute at a higher

face is not distinguishing between

it should not be adopted. It’s up to you

should be tied to annual goals and re-

those partners whose roles are dimin-

to decide what system works best for

sults paid out quarterly, semi-annually

ishing as they sunset out of the firm

your firm and your partners.

or annually.

and those who are still fully engaged in

Keep in mind that incentive pay

Typical individual drivers of incentive compensation include new clients;

running and growing the business.
Partners’ compensation should

new revenue generated; total revenue

change over time as their job role, per-

managed and/or number of clients

formance and contributions shift.

managed; client retention and sat-

This is the only structure that can

At the end of the day, your partners
want to be compensated fairly and
equitably, just as every other employee
in your firm does.
Whether you choose to compensate
them with a base salary, incentive or a

isfaction; developing and mentoring

accommodate for the changes in

combination of both is up to you and

staff; events or milestones and special

partner role and value to the firm that

your business strategies.

projects.

occur over time.

• Ownership distribution is the

Here are some final considerations

However, you should always keep in
mind that making your partners happy

return on the owner’s investment in the

to keep in mind when you’re making

will also help to keep your clients

business — it’s not compensation for

meaningful changes to your partner

happy. And isn’t that the end goal for

working in the business, or even on the

distribution plan.

every firm?

FP

Kelli Cruz is a Financial Planning columnist and the founder of Cruz Consulting Group in San Francisco. Follow her on Twitter at @KelliCruzSF.
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Before investing consider the fund’s investment objectives,
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PRACTICE CONSULTANT

Kautt

We increased assets
under management an
average of about 17%
annually to $6 billion from
just under $2.5 billion. By
comparison, the S&P 500
increased at 13.2% annually
during that same period.
A majority of our AUM
growth wasn’t from acquisitions or market gains. Our
total portfolio contains a
significant amount of
fixed-income securities and
our portfolio average annual
growth was less than 10%
during that period, so about

‘Needs-Based’ Pay Policy
Use Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to help set your firm’s
compensation approach and prompt growth.
By Glenn G. Kautt

8% annually had to come
from elsewhere.

The winning paymentplan system for your
firm must consider
the emotional needs
of advisors across the
wider spectrum.
Our best-in-business
organic growth was the result

“Show me the money!” is a line you probably

The critical question for business owners

of our advisors bringing in an

remember from the movie “Jerry McGuire.”

and managers: How do you develop those

immense amount of business

The film focused in a comedic way on a

advanced levels of advisor compensation?

during this period. A large

well-known financial objective: exceptional

To develop a completely comprehensive

part of our advisors’ motiva-

compensation system, a quick review of

tion for this effort was our

For advisors, there are many forms of

Maslow’s needs hierarchy is necessary.

comprehensive compensa-

compensation. When you discuss this topic

Maslow described his first four levels as

tion program.

with someone in your firm, you should be

deficiency needs (shown in the table

clear on what type of compensation you’re

“Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs”), because he

can do to enhance your own

talking about.

believed that everyone is initially deficient in

program? Using Maslow’s

these areas.

framework, start by creating

compensation for superior performance.

The ways in which people are motivated

Want to know what you

a matrix mapping the

by different forms of compensation to satisfy
physical and emotional needs are described

Satisfying Needs

advisor’s levels against your

in detail in Abraham Maslow’s classic 1954

People are motivated to satisfy their first

current compensation

book, “Motivation and Personality.”

level needs (L-1), then satisfy L-2 needs, and

system. This will give you

so on.

some ideas on how to best

The key to your success is understanding
how each advisor should be compensated

I don’t write about or suggest things that

meet each advisor’s needs.
Here is Savant Capital

and having a well-thought-out plan so you

require work without a good payoff, so I’ll tell

can elicit maximum performance from

you about what’s happened at my firm,

Management’s match to

employees at any emotional level of

Savant Capital Management, during the

Maslow’s hierarchy:

Maslow’s hierarchy.

past 5½ years.

1. L1-L2: Salary, team and
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Kautt
individual bonuses

and formalize compensation that

2. L1-L2: Benefits such as 401(k) and

encompasses every level described by

matching; insurance; paid time off;

Maslow. In Maslow’s own terminology,

formalized incentives may increase your

telecommuting; flex hours

get big in your hierarchy or go home.

expenses somewhat, but it can have a

3. L1-L4: Equity in the firm and

Before you change anything about

complex and highly expensive.
Developing and implementing

significant positive impact on your

annual dividends

your strategy, however, take a step

4. L3-L5: Job matching, mentoring,

back and consider what you want to

coaching, regular evaluations.

accomplish in the areas of compensa-

it’s relatively easy to install if you’re

5. L3-L5: Increases in scope of job

tion and motivation.

already doing some or much of what I

company’s top and bottom lines.
From an implementation standpoint,

have explained but just haven’t made it

responsibility and authority
6. L4-L5: Recognition and reward for

Higher Levels of Motivation

innovation and being a change

You probably want to pay at or above

agent

the industry average salary or bonus,

formalize what you already do, and

7. L3-L5: Community involvement

but can you commit to being respon-

make sure each advisor knows all about

support and recognition

sive to your advisors’ needs to reach

it. If you’re still developing your organi-

8. L3-L5: Industry involvement

higher levels of motivation?

zation, consider adding these addition-

support and recognition
9. L3-L5: Professional training inside
and outside the firm
10. L3-L5: Marketing growth support
– “I care about your future”
11. L3-L6: Professional reputation

Expanding your system to include
cutting-edge motivational
rewards will help ensure your firm
isn’t left behind.
If your answer is “No,” then you

part of a formal program.
If that’s the case, I recommend you

al motivations formally to your compensation program as you grow.
By the time we had 15 employees
and four advisors, we were able to use
nine of the 12 categories mentioned
earlier to motivate them.
Now, with about 10 times as many

growth support

might want to carefully consider your

12. L3-L6: Supporting professional

overarching business goals. Just don’t

people, we use all 12 motivational

education outside the firm.

be surprised if good people leave your

categories. You should also develop and

Notice a substantial part of Savant’s

firm because you don’t change. If the

add to yours as time goes on.
The world’s currency systems are

compensation plan provides emotional

answer is, “I’m not sure” or “Yes,” that’s a

motivation in levels L3 to L6, areas not

sign you are ready to evaluate and

expanding conceptually and technically

typically considered by HR depart-

improve your compensation program.

– think cryptocurrencies. Whether or

ments. Your winning system must

You might think a diversified

not you agree with their purpose, as an

consider the emotional needs of

compensation system that meets every

advisor, you shouldn’t ignore them or

advisors across this wider spectrum,

need of every advisor is incredibly

the trends they represent.
In the same way, you shouldn’t

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
L1
L2
L3

Physical, such as food, shelter, sleep
Safety, including personal, financial and health
Social belonging, including friends, intimacy, family
and community
L4 Esteem, such as self-confidence and feelings of joy,
hope, curiosity and acceptance
L5 Self-actualization, including the self-realization of
full potential personally as well as in others, and
transfer of values and beliefs to others
L6 Self-transcendence, including actions of altruism
and spirituality affecting others

ignore trends in advisor compensation.
Expanding your compensation
system to include cutting-edge motivational rewards for advisors will help
assure your organization is not left
behind. Doing so will propel you into
the 21st century as technology, society
and client expectations are changing
– and the motivational expectations of
your advisors are also changing.
FP

Get big or go home.

Glenn G. Kautt, CFP, EA, is a Financial
Planning columnist, and an advisor and
principal of Rockford, Illinois-based Savant
Capital Management.
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High Net Worth
that had before been ubiquitous in estate planning.
• Wealth advisors will
now have a new pot with
different tax considerations
to factor into asset location
decisions. Wedged between
the qualified plan pots that
pay no current tax and the
individual client pot that
pays current income tax will
be a new category that will
have a different tax profile.

Income-tax planning will
become a more critical
part of most estate plans
and require a more
active role for planners
and CPAs.
•Life insurance will also
The new tax law dramatically changes estate planning, even for those who are not extremely wealthy.

Tax Law Shifts Estate Plans
Advisors and their clients may not yet realize how much the new
regulations change their strategies.

serve a new role. In most
cases, insurance will no
longer be needed to pay an
estate tax but it may still be
a useful backstop that will
become more common in
the new trust planning.
New laws, new goals:
Many clients will have dif-

By Martin M. Shenkman

ferent goals for their estate
planning than they did

When the new tax law doubled the threshold

ence of their advisors, clients are unlikely to

previously and identifying

for estate taxes, you might have naturally

understand these important changes and

these goals is essential to

assumed estate planning was no longer rel-

confer with an estate planning attorney in a

structuring these new plans.

evant to the majority of your clients. After all,

timely manner.

Consider these three signifi-

the new law raised the bar for estate taxes to

Take the following scenarios, for example:

exclude all but the nation’s wealthiest house-

• Income-tax planning will become a more

1. Use new temporary

holds — those with more than $11.18 million

critical part of most estate plans and require

exemptions. The doubling

per person or $22.36 million per couple.

a more active role for planners and CPAs.

of the exemptions from

• Many income tax benefits can be

$5 million to $10 million

planning as a top priority for your clients,

gained by using non-grantor trusts. These

(inflation-adjusted) (ap-

you might want to think again.

are trusts that are their own independent

proximately $11 million in

taxpayers. This is a sea change from the

2018) is a temporary benefit.

estate planning in ways advisors and their

grantor trust (the client who set up the trust

The law by its own terms

clients may not yet realize. Without the influ-

was generally taxed on the trust income)

will sunset after 2025 and

But if you were quick to write off estate
BLOOMBERG NEWS

cant objectives:

In fact, the new law dramatically changes

Financial-Planning.com
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High Net Worth
the exemption will return to $5 million

ing a spouse and all descendants as

clients can set up a simple non-grantor

(inflation-adjusted). If large deficits

beneficiaries. Including a spouse in the

trust in the state they live in and name

occur, a future administration may

trust meets the goal of assuring access

a family member as a trustee. They

repeal this and other benefits before

to the assets given away. However,

can transfer sufficient investment as-

that time. Clients should use as much

the traditional approach of including

sets to the trust to generate income

of the new exemption as possible

a spouse will result in the trust being

to pay charitable donations. They can

while they can. In most cases, this will

classified for income-tax purposes as

also name children and grandchildren

require making transfers to trusts that

a grantor trust with income taxable to

as beneficiaries. The family member

constitute completed gifts for transfer

the client setting up the trust. Instead,

trustee in future years can donate

tax purposes. This means the plan will

in these new trusts, distributions to the

income to charity.

limit the control or strings your client

spouse will have to be approved by

has on the trusts receiving assets to

what the tax laws call an adverse party.

tion so the income will be offset by

avoid estate inclusion. This will affect

That is someone who will be negatively

the contribution deduction so long as

the terms of the trusts that are used.

affected by distributions to the spouse,

certain tax law requirements are met.

e.g., a child who is a beneficiary of

That will provide a full offset for the

funds transferred. With exemptions of

the trust. This will permit non-grantor

donation, and for a married client, it

$22.36 million per couple, few clients will

income-tax status for the trust.

will preserve their full $24,000 standard

2. Clients must have access to the

deduction on their personal income-

be willing to give up access to the assets
they transfer to use their exemptions.
That means the client herself, or the client’s spouse if married, will have to have

Trusts don’t have a standard deduc-

Many income-tax benefits can
be gained by clients if they use
non-grantor trusts.

tax return.
If in a future year the client wishes to
help a child or grandchild, the trustee
can make a distribution to that benefi-

options to gain access to trust assets.

ciary and forgo a charitable gift.

3. In many cases, and in contrast to

• The client might transfer part or all

prior planning, some trusts will have to

of their primary home or vacation home

be non-grantor trusts to assist clients

to the trust. Each non-grantor trust

maximize the new 20% deduction for

in minimizing the negative impact of

should be entitled to its own $10,000

pass-through businesses under new

the restrictions the new law places on

SALT deduction. This technique can sal-

Code Section 199A. If the client’s taxable

standard deductions, including state

vage most of a client’s lost property tax

income is too high to gain maximum

and local taxes, which are limited to

deduction. There are certainly nuances

benefit from this new deduction, they can

$10,000 per year. Charitable contribu-

to the planning: The house has to be

set up non-grantor trusts for each child

tions were not directly limited, but few

owned by an LLC, the home sale exclu-

and gift a portion of the business to each

clients will have sufficient itemized

sion will be lost unless the house is sold

trust.

deductions to get a tax benefit from

to the trust or the planning is unwound

donations. This is important to clients

two years before sale, etc.

of all wealth levels who are charitably

• The client should transfer suf-

Similar planning can be used to

The trusts will have their own income
level for purposes of calculating the
199A benefit.
The use of these new types of trusts,

inclined, to clients incurring large prop-

ficient investment assets to the trust

erty taxes on their home and vacation

in order to earn enough income to pay

with different tax profiles than other in-

home and impacts state and local

the property tax owed by the trust and

vestment pots will require that planners

taxes. These non-grantor trusts may

to offset that deduction.

reconsider asset location decisions.

help maximize benefits from the new

• Many clients may transfer more

Estate planning has been trans-

20% income-tax deduction available to

investment assets to such non-grantor

formed by the new law. While an estate

pass-through businesses entities.

trusts to avoid high state income taxes

plan can and should still achieve asset

that are no longer deductible.

protection, asset disposition and other

New planning: Here’s how the new
objectives may be coordinated in new
estate plans.
• The client will create a trust nam-

Charitably inclined clients can use

goals, it can also now be directed at

a similar approach to gain the full

achieving a range of valuable income-

tax benefit from contributions. These

tax planning benefits.

FP

Martin M. Shenkman, CPA, PFS, JD, is a Financial Planning contributing writer and an estate planner in Fort Lee, New Jersey. He is the founder of
Shenkman Law. Follow him on Twitter at @martinshenkman.
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Pay Day
In a tighter labor market for advisors, salaries are rising,
as are firms’ efforts to make work more enjoyable.

By Charles Paikert
RIAs are flush, and odds are that revenue and AUM are up at your advisory firm. So, have you gotten a raise yet?
Many of your counterparts around the country have, along with lots of
perks intended to keep them happy at their firms.
Over 90% of RIAs participating in the 2017 compensation study by
Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions reported giving salary increases as
well as bonuses last year. One-third said raises ranged from 2% to 4%,
while half reported increases of 4% to 10% or more.
“The labor market for advisory talent has definitely tightened,” says
Michael Nathanson, president and CEO of Colony Group, the $10 billion
Boston-based RIA.
Even as RIAs face an aging advisory force and not enough nextgeneration replacements, those challenges are compounded by a strong
labor market and the likelihood that the dissolving Broker Protocol will
diminish the pool of breakaway brokers, further reducing the supply of
available talent to meet the voracious demand of fast-growing RIAs.
What’s more, advisory firms are finding it harder than ever to attract
already elusive college graduates, says Rich Busillo, CEO of RTD Financial Advisors in Philadelphia. “It’s not just more competitive for existing
advisors,” he says. “There’s also more competition for new college grads
because of the strong job market in a number of industries.”
More than two-thirds of RIAs with more than $250 million in AUM
$1 billion or more in AUM, according to Charles Schwab’s 2017 RIA Benchmarking Study. Few expect the trend to diminish anytime soon.
As a result, compensation is on the upswing. At Colony Group, salary

PHOTO BY PATRICK STRATTNER

made talent acquisition a priority last year, as did nearly all firms with
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Cecilia Williams, chief
compliance officer at
Halbert Hargrove, says her
firm sees vacation time as
a “huge part of the worklife balance.”
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Special Report: Compensation
Across the country, in Long Beach,

increases averaged 3% to 5% last year,

based Homrich Berg Wealth Manage-

Nathanson says. RTD Financial Advi-

ment averaged 3% last year, but a

California, advisors starting at Halbert

sors’ pay increases ranged between

number of employees had their pay-

Hargrove can make $80,000, accord-

2% and 6%. Salaries for entry-level

checks rise 6% to 10%, says Paul Ribes,

ing to Cecilia Williams, the firm’s chief

advisors start at $50,000 to $60,000,

the RIA’s chief operating officer. Base

compliance officer.

Busillo says.

salaries for college graduates at the

Base salary increases at Atlanta-

firm are around $50,000, he adds.

tion for lead advisors in San Francisco

Geography Matters

is $193,000, according to Fidelity’s

Where firms are located makes a difference in pay.
Position

Business Development
Specialist

Lead Advisor

Operations Manager

Manager Client Services

Office Manager

Such regional differences are not
uncommon. Median total compensa-

Market

Median Total
Compensation

San Francisco

$205,000

New York

$199,000

Boston

$195,000

Los Angeles

$195,000

Chicago

$192,000

Dallas

$185,000

San Francisco

$193,000

New York

$187,000

Boston

$185,000

Los Angeles

$185,000

Chicago

$180,000

Dallas

$175,000

San Francisco

$102,000

research, while lead advisors in Dallas
make $175,000. The spread is less for
positions further removed from clients.
Operations managers in San Francisco
can expect to receive $102,000, but
total compensation for the same job in
Chicago isn’t far behind at $94,000, the
Fidelity report shows.

Regional Pay Differences
Nationally, industry compensation studies are hardly uniform.
Fidelity reports that the median total
cash compensation for relationship
managers in 2016 was $120,000, while
Schwab’s Benchmarking Study for the
same position in the same year was
nearly $30,000 less.
Similarly, FA Insight reports that

New York

$98,000

business development specialists

Boston

$96,000

received $180,500 in median total

Los Angeles

$96,000

Chicago

$94,000

Dallas

$90,000

San Francisco

$76,000

by far the top earners, followed (not

New York

$73,000

closely) by chief investment officers.

Boston

$72,000

The median total direct compensa-

Los Angeles

$72,000

Chicago

$70,000

Dallas

$67,000

San Francisco

$74,000

advisory firms, the median total direct

New York

$71,000

compensation for office managers for

Boston

$70,000

all firms was $110,200 in 2016, accord-

Los Angeles

$70,000

Chicago

$68,000

Dallas

$65,000

Source: Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions, ManpowerGroup Solutions, Culpepper and Associates

compensation in 2016, while Fidelity’s
data has that group receiving $163,000
in total direct compensation.
But there’s no doubt that CEOs are

tion for the CEO/president position is
$630,000, according to Fidelity, while
CIOs receive $375,000.
As for the front lines of financial

ing to Fidelity, while office managers in
firms with more than $5 billion in AUM
received $123,200.
But money is only one part of the
compensation picture. “It’s really about
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Special Report: Compensation
planning and execution.”

the employer value proposition,” says

The committee also plans RTD’s an-

Vanessa Oligino, director of business

nual midyear meeting, which combines

performance solutions for TD Ameri-

business seminars with after-hours

place” committee to arrange off-site

trade. “When talking with potential

activities such as go-kart racing, as well

get-togethers, monthly happy hours,

employees, the conversation should not

as social-responsibility events such as a

and lunch and learn sessions, where

be about the dollar amount, but ad-

5-kilometer run to benefit the American

employees are treated to a meal while

dressing their questions like: ‘Do I want

Stroke Foundation.

an expert explains various aspects of

to be here every day?’ and ‘How can I
contribute?’ and ‘Will I be recognized?’”
Fidelity’s vice president of practice

“We realized that we’re with each

the advisory business. “Everyone is in-

other almost as much, if not more, than

volved,” says Ribes, the COO. “We want

we’re with our families,” Busillo says.

people to enjoy being here.”

management and consulting, Anand

“So we want to make sure we have fun

Sekhar, agrees. “Salary and bonuses

while we’re doing great work.”

are table stakes now,” Sekhar says.

Homrich Berg also has a “fun work-

Being able to make decisions

Vacation Time
Another trend that’s gaining traction:

“People want to be inspired. They want

without prior approval from the firm’s

generous vacation time. Colony wants

to feel empowered and energized when

board of directors has been critical to

to be “the leading financial advisory

they go to work.”

the committee’s success, says Rachel

company in the country for clients and

Moran, an RTD advisor and director of

employees seeking meaning and joy in

the fun committee.

their lives,” Nathanson says.

Firms are increasingly doing that by
offering what Sekhar calls “creative benefits.” RTD Financial, for example, has a

“We have a budget for each year,

Accordingly, the firm allows prin-

so-called fun committee. The committee

which gives us the flexibility to plan

cipals and key senior employees —

has its own budget and meets quarterly

events on the committee level without

about one-third of the workforce — to

to plan events such as a pre-Super Bowl

prior approval,” Moran says. “This aids

take unlimited vacation time (within

potluck party, an ice skating night out

in efficiency but also in ownership —

reason) if they need it.

and outdoor happy hours, where em-

employees feel empowered to suggest

ployees can socialize and relax.

ideas and follow through with their

“If one year, an employee has to
take six or seven weeks off, they can go
ahead, as long as they behave responsibly and get their work done,” Nathan-

Don’t Forget the Fundamentals
Offering a competitive salary is not the only requirement for an RIA seeking

son explains. “It’s a matter of who is in
control, and we want the employee to
feel they are in control of their life.”
And if you were wondering — yes, it’s

motivated and productive employees. Don’t overlook unglamorous but critical

a paid vacation. Nathanson says the

fundamentals like employee agreements, industry experts advise.

firm doesn’t track how many employees

“The use of employment agreements is generally considered a best prac-

have taken advantage of the benefit,

tice, but only 50% of firms have employment agreements in place for some

but he expects most will at some point.

executive roles,” according to Fidelity’s 2017 RIA and multifamily office com-

“We have not had any problems with

pensation study. Such agreements should define the job and its requirements,

this approach,” he says. “We expect

and lay out the terms of employment and the timing of renewals or exten-

them to get their work done, and as

sions. The starting salary, the timing for potential increases, a signing bonus,

long as they do, everyone is happy.”

incentives and other compensation should also be addressed, the report says,
citing research by Botoff Consulting.
Termination and severance provisions are particularly critical, Fidelity says,
as well as definitions of termination “for cause” or “not for cause.” Firms also
need to spell out how retirement, disability or death affect severance terms.
Many RIAs, such as RTD Financial Advisors and Homrich Berg, use employ-

At Halbert Hargrove, vacations are
seen as “a huge part of the work-life
balance, which we want to be as flexible as possible,” Williams says.
Employees can take “as much
time off as they need, as long as it’s

ee agreements to spell out the business relationship between the firm and its

responsible and they can get the same

advisors regarding clients. “When advisors leave, they should not be walking

amount of work done,” Williams says.

away with the firm’s clients,” says Paul Ribes, the COO at Homrich Berg.

Not surprisingly, the policy has gotten
“a great response,” she says, with work-
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“If we had a time machine and could
do it all over, we would have gone
independent much sooner.”
— PAUL

PAGNATO

Founder & CEO
PagnatoKarp
Founded 2011

POWER
your passion

When Paul Pagnato launched PagnatoKarp, he fulfilled his lifelong
dream of becoming an entrepreneur. As an independent advisor, and
with the help of Fidelity Family Office Services, he has the power to make
the decisions that are in the best interest of his ultra-high-net-worth
clients. Watch Paul’s story, and learn how Fidelity is the change agent
helping innovative advisors explore their path to independence.
Visit go.fidelity.com/taketheleap or call 800-735-3756.
Transform for the future with Fidelity.

PagnatoKarp is a client of Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions® and is an independent company
unaffiliated with Fidelity Investments. Its business model’s needs and results may not reflect the
experience of other Fidelity clients.
Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions® provides clearing, custody, or other brokerage services through
National Financial Services LLC or Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC, Members NYSE, SIPC.
© 2018 FMR LLC. All rights reserved. 834215.1.0
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Special Report: Compensation
ers being “very appreciative.”

More on Compensation

Homrich Berg’s vacation policy is
more formal, but also generous. Work-

Compensation Concepts,
P. 22
‘Needs-Based’ Pay Policy,
P. 26
Be Transparent About Pay,
P. 46

ers get an extra week off after every
five years of employment, as well as a
bonus check worth four weeks of pay.
As a long commute is a pain point
for many employees, some firms, including Halbert Hargrove, are incentiv-

blinds in their offices.
Around the country, RIAs are offering
“more progressive family leave policies
and support for working parents as they
compete for next-gen advisor talent,”
says Fidelity’s Sekhar. “I wouldn’t say it’s
widespread at this point — those that
are offering these kinds of benefits are
really at the forefront of this space. But
it will help establish them as a talent

izing employees to cut their commutes.
The firm offers a relocation incentive

for a child care reimbursement of $400

destination, especially as they seek to

of $500 per month if employees move

a month, provided they submit receipts.

attract younger, more diverse advisors.”

to an area within a 20-minute drive to

The firm also provides a room where
mothers can breastfeed and caregivers

Subsidizing Gym Fees

can stay with babies when parents re-

Colony Group pays 50% of employees’

especially in Southern California traf-

turn to work. “It’s a very family-friendly

gym membership — 100% if they go

fic,” she says. “Living closer to the office

policy,” Williams says, “and a huge

to the gym at least three times a week,

makes everything a lot easier.”

benefit for new mothers.”

reported on an honor system.

work, Williams says.
“A long commute can wear on you,

At Colony, returning new mothers

The firm also gives extra days off to

policy also makes life easier for new

and fathers can work part-time for an

employees to volunteer for their favorite

mothers, says Williams, who is pregnant

agreed-on transition period, work from

charity. Employees decide the causes

with her first child.

home or, if they prefer, from a nearby

that Colony supports via its donor-

Colony office. The firm has secure tech-

advised fund.

Halbert Hargrove’s family leave

Under California state law, employees
receive 12 weeks of paid leave, but Hal-

nology installed in homes to facilitate

Some firms take employee satisfac-

bert Hargrove has sweetened the pot.

remote working, and nursing mothers

tion into account when they design of-

Moms and dads of newborns are eligible

who return to work can request privacy

fices. Homrich Berg’s new headquarters
in the Buckhead section of Atlanta, set

Who Makes What

to open this summer, was configured

Compensation varies by position and an RIA’s size.

cording to Ribes.

Position

Median Total
Compensation
(all firms)

with employee retention in mind, ac“We saw that people wanted lots of

AUM<$2B

AUM
$2B-$5B

AUM >$5B

CEO

$630,000

$527,500

$800,000

$800,000

Head of
Business
Development

$367,000

$242,500

$428,800

$506,700

Business
Development
Specialist

$174,500

natural light and liked an open concept,
where they could get together with their
team in their own neighborhood,” Ribes
says. “We also made sure to include a
Starbucks-like café area where people
can both collaborate on work if they
want to or just relax and take a break.”

$159,500

$163,000

$343,300

Homrich and a growing number of
innovative firms are clearly taking the
advice of Fidelity’s Sekhar to heart.

Senior
Relationship
Manager

$265,700

$231,500

$300,000

$319,600

Relationship
Manager

$120,000

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Office
Manager

$110,200

$80,000

$110,400

$123,200

Source: Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions, ManpowerGroup Solutions, Culpepper and Associates

“Firms today have to address how
they can most effectively drive and
engage their workforce,” he says.
“They have many options, but they can’t
be static.”

FP

Charles Paikert is a senior editor of Financial
Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @paikert.
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You became a
financial advisor
for a reason
Hear from RIAs who reinforced their values
by transitioning to true independence.
At TD Ameritrade, we celebrate your drive to help others and keep your values at the center
of everything you do. That’s why we’re dedicated to helping advisors like you make the move
to true independence—and rediscover why you became a financial advisor in the first place.
Learn from advisors who made a transition to the RIA model. Visit tdainstitutional.com/goria,
and explore true independence through their journeys.

Advisors have not received remuneration for participation in providing these testimonials. Advisor testimonials may
not represent the experience of all advisors using TD Ameritrade brokerage services. The advisors mentioned are
not affiliated with TD Ameritrade Institutional. More information about the advisors is available on the SEC website
www.sec.gov. TD Ameritrade is not responsible for services or policies of any third party. TD Ameritrade does
not recommend or endorse any advisor that utilizes its brokerage or custodial services. TD Ameritrade does not
monitor, and is not responsible for, communications between advisors and their clients.
TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. TD Ameritrade is a trademark
jointly owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Bank. © 2018 TD Ameritrade.
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Special Report: Compensation

How Fees Are Remaking the Industry
IBDs and regional firms have made the biggest changes; RIAs have room for growth.
By Tobias Salinger

spee

Bu

intro

scale
fees

well-

ogy a
It seems a dramatic milestone at first

will rise to about 80% of its client as-

Overall, the fiduciary rule and the

boon

glance: client assets have reached

sets in the next five years, she predicts,

presence of robo advisors have disrupt-

partn

a record high of $20 trillion. But this

driven in part by demand for holistic

ed the wealth management space, but

stunning number obscures a far more

planning rather than robo advice.

advisory accounts bring more reliable

advis

revenue than products.

finan

significant shift from commissions to

“Pretty soon people are going to

In addition, technology offers incum-

“B

kolin

fee-based accounts, which is reshaping

understand that it’s better to have

the advisory industry.

a human being in front of you than

bent firms new avenues for business,

that

a robot,” Kropp says. “That’s where I

says Bill Butterfield, the author of the

will w

assets were in fee-based programs, up

want it to be. That’s the gratification of

Aite Group report.

from 30% in 2010, according to a report

our profession.”

At the end of 2016, 39% of client

last June by Aite Group. The consulting

Th

“I do see a continued shift to fee-

in tha

based as we move forward over the

advis

make
with

firm predicts that this trend will acceler-

Ongoing Shift

years,” says Butterfield, a senior analyst

ate, so that at least half of all client

Independent and regional broker-

for wealth management.

assets will be in fee-based programs by

dealers are changing the most in the

the year 2025.

shift to fee-based planning, with major

and sell stocks, or just need the execu-

The

firms like Advisor Group cutting their

tion piece, that’s where the self-

The f

watched the industry’s shift firsthand

commissions and taking on some new

directed firms will play,” Butterfield

ened

since she and her business partner

issues like planning for increasingly long

continues. “Everything’s pointing in the

prod

launched their RIA practice in the ‘90s.

life expectancies.

fee-based direction.”

has d

Financial advisor Kim Kropp has

Her firm, Moylan Kropp, in Omaha,

Wirehouses preceded them in pivot-

Nebraska, manages client assets of

ing to fee-based accounts, and even

$440 million, with 60% already in

RIAs have room for more growth in that

fee-based accounts under Securities

area. Then there’s the insurance indus-

America’s corporate RIA, she says.

try, where commission-free products

Her firm’s share of fee-based assets

The overall percentage grew by nine points in seven years.

30%

32%

36%

37%

38%

A report by Aite Group predicts
that at least half of all client
assets will be in fee-based
programs by 2025.
Fee-based accounts constitute 34%

have barely made inroads yet.

Fee-Based Assets’ Rising Share

34%

“For those who just want to buy

Source: Aite Group study, June 2017

2013

2014

2015

2016

oppo
their

Kr

The regional and independent

servi

self-clearing firms, which include LPL

her R

Financial, Edward Jones and Ameri-

Th

prise, crossed $1 trillion in fee-based

almo

assets in 2016.

excep

incom

them a head start, according to But-

many

terfield, who estimates that fee-based

conv

Tech tools around services like long-

A

Instit

she b

term care, health savings accounts

ric su

and complex estate planning can help

unfai
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38% at the wirehouses, according to

regional BDs will top 50% by 2027.
2012

some

divid

assets at the largest independent and

2011

M

signi

dent and regional BDs, compared with

Wirehouses’ greater resources gave

2010

Butte

of the assets at self-clearing indepen-

Aite Group.
39%

acco

Finan
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y

.

speed up the move, he says.
Butterfield hasn’t yet seen any firm
introduce such software on a large
scale. With robo advisors suppressing
fees for asset allocation and offering
well-designed apps for clients, technology around other services would be a

e

boon to incumbents, says Lex Sokolin, a

upt-

partner at Autonomous Research.

but

ble

“Brokers have to increasingly become
advisors to their clients, whether around
financial, health or life planning,” So-

cum-

kolin adds. “Technology that enhances

s,

that human relationship for the advisors

he

will win out in the long term.”

-

in that mix remains unclear, but many

e

advisors and BDs have argued that it

alyst

makes it harder for them to compete

cu-

the

ts

4%

The lasting role of the fiduciary rule

with robos for smaller clients.

The Fiduciary Rule
The fiduciary rule has already heightened scrutiny on commission-based
products in retirement accounts, which
has driven the shift to more fee-based
accounts industrywide, according to
Butterfield’s report.
Many firms have already carried out
significant changes, even as they retain
some commission-based services. At
the same time, the fiduciary rule has

Kim Kropp, a founder of Moylan Kropp in Omaha, Nebraska, predicts a growing appetite among clients
for holistic planning, rather than robo advice.

en-

divided the industry into supporters and

with

opponents, leaving IBDs arguing that

with stockbrokers and that, if it’s ever

IBDs and regional firms have made

their commissions still have a place.

fully implemented, the rule could limit

similar arguments even as they adjust

an advisor’s options.

to changing times. In early February,

o

PL

Kropp started focusing on fee-based
services in the ‘90s, when she opened
her RIA practice.

Even though most of her firm’s

Ladenburg Thalmann hired the asset

business falls on the fee-only side, she

management veteran John Blood for

-

The firm’s new business now falls

says she’d still like to offer commission-

a newly created senior vice president

d

almost entirely on the fee-based side,

based products when she thinks they’re

position boosting the IBD network’s

except for 529 plans and guaranteed-

a better fit. For example, an annuity

fee-based services and presence in the

ave

income products, she says, noting

allowing for guaranteed income plus

RIA space.

t-

many of its mutual fund shares are also

investment returns would work better

sed

converting to lower-cost classes.

for a pensioner than a savings account

launched a suite of longevity planning

or a CD, she says.

tools. The software integrations include

nd

ng-

elp

A member of the Financial Services
Institute’s board of directors, Kropp says

“I do a plan for every client,” Kropp

The same month, Raymond James

services like estate planning, health

she believes that some of the rheto-

says. “I look at every aspect of their

care, wellness and protection from elder

ric surrounding the fiduciary debate

financial picture. Nobody fits in a box. I

fraud. Some 40 advisors serving on the

unfairly equates independent advisors

don’t use a template for my plans.”

firm’s Retirement Solutions Advisory

Financial-Planning.com
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longevity issue.

Board had proposed the idea.

“I think our industry is the industry

At Advisor Group, the share of feebased accounts increased to 37% by

that has to solve for that,” Price says.

the end of 2017, up from 31% four years

“We serve the very clients that have

earlier, according to CEO Jamie Price.

the possibility of outliving their money,

He serves as the chairman of the IBD

and this is where I think the insurance

network’s Longevity Council, which

industry can play a part. And it can’t

Price describes as working on helping

be about the next whiz-bang product

its 5,000 advisors with holistic services.

with a nice new bell and whistle on it.”
DPL Financial Partners helps RIAs

Using fees helps firms “smooth
their revenue stream and make
it more predictable,” says Bill
Butterfield of Aite Group.

find insurance without bells and
whistles like commissions and high fees,
CEO David Lau says.
The firm, founded in 2014 by Lau, the
former COO of Jefferson National, took

Commission-based advice fits that
description, he says, when it’s less

more than two years to get to market

expensive and solves the client’s need.

simply because there weren’t enough

The Longevity Council, which had its

such products.

Jamie Price, CEO of Advisor Group, sees longevity
planning as a neglected part of risk management.

executives from 16 major insurance

Insurance Carriers

and disability.

firms tasked with trying to address the

Insurance carriers have started offering

financial problems posed by people

more fee-based or hybrid products,

sponsive to what Lau refers to as his

living longer.

but they still constitute only about 1%

personal crusade, he says.

first meeting in January, consists of

Living for decades solely on income

of overall sales, according to Lau. His

Advisors at RIAs have been re-

“Insurance is one of the last

received during 40 years at a job is im-

Louisville, Kentucky-based firm, which

bastions of commission-based, trans-

possible, according to Price, who sees

has about 50 clients, received a capital

action-based business in the advisory

longevity planning as a neglected part

infusion from the private equity firm

world. You rarely see loaded mutual

of risk management.

Eldridge Industries in February.

funds being sold. You don’t even have to

Advisor Group is endeavoring to

The firm offers commission-free life

say ‘no-load’ anymore — it’s assumed,”

help advisors grow their businesses

insurance and annuities, and it’s work-

Lau says. “Insurance is the opposite. It’s

with a holistic, more fee-based ap-

ing on health insurance products like

almost exclusively commission-based.”

proach, while attacking the difficult

long-term care, Medicare supplements

The bottom line will loom large in
the next move for firms of any type,
says Butterfield, the Aite Group analyst.

Fee-Based Assets by Channel

And fee-based assets look good to

They nearly tripled at regional and independent BDs since 2010,
while wirehouses added more than $1 trillion.
Wirehouses

firms when compared with the ups and

Self-clearing regional and independent BDs

downs of product sales.
“They’re able to smooth their revenue

$3T
$2.61T

$2.47T

$2.46T

stream and make it more predictable,
which is usually desirable for any type

$2.20T

of business.

$2T
$1.80T

“It allows them to deepen that rela-

$1.56T

$1.54T

tionship with clients and insert them-

$1T

$889B

$1.13T
$943B

$770B
$420B

“more than just selling products.”

$605B

$486B

$0
2010

2011

2012

Source: Aite Group study, June 2017

2013

selves into one financial life,” he adds,

2014

2015

2016

FP

Tobias Salinger is an associate editor of
Financial Planning. Follow him on Twitter at
@TobySalFP.
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ED SLOTT

AND COMPANY, LLC

America’s IRA Experts

Ed Slott and Company’s
Exclusive 2-Day IRA Workshop

July 26 – 27, 2018
Chicago, IL
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IN VEST
Innovations in Investing, Saving & Advice
July 10-11, 2018 | NYC

Dann Bibas

Chief Executive Officer
FOUNTAIN.MONEY

Vern Brownell

Chief Executive Officer
D-WAVE

Grant Easterbrook

In|Vest
is known for

bringing together the incumbents
and the challengers in the wealth
management ecosystem, and the
2018 event is shaping up to be the
most important gathering to date.
Here’s a sneak-peak at some of
the startup CEOs we’ll have on
the agenda.

Co-Founder
DREAM FORWARD

Mona El Isa

CEO & Co-Founder
MELONPORT AG

Matt Fellowes

Chief Executive Officer
UNITED INCOME
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Catherine Flax

Shin Inoue

Chief Executive Officer
PEFIN

Founder and CEO
FORUSALL

Deborah Owens

Chief Executive Officer
WEALTHYU

First Up –
The Challengers

Aaron Spradlin

Co-Founder and CEO
CLEVERDOME, INC.

Kai Stinchcombe

Founder and CEO
TRUE LINK FINANCIAL

James Waldinger

Chief Executive Officer
ARTIVEST

Get Your Ticket
at Invest.Events
or call 212-803-8456
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ALSO IN PRACTICE: P. 48: HIRING A CYBER EXPERT

perce

Whe

ment
firms when executed within

pay w

smaller teams.

pens

How it works: Our com-

archi

— not job titles — within the

take

company. That distinction is

was v

important because at small

hired

firms like ours, one person
often fills multiple roles.

A compensation
method that’s
completely open aligns
employees’ incentives
with the firm’s goals.
Consequently, job titles

Be Transparent About Pay
Here is how one firm structured compensation in a fair
and completely open way.

base

charg

so ou

we re

in a q

the re

for ra

Ea

mula

larger firms might not neces-

pay s

sarily reflect a person’s full

perce

responsibilities. For full-time

empl

employees who are well

longe

integrated in their roles, we

ploye

determine how much of the

than

employee’s time is utilized for

so we

each part of his or her job.

goal

For example, I spend about
60% of my time as a senior
advisor, 20% on firm public
relations and 20% on other
Next, we use compensa-

Firm
ince
gett
team

Ou

tion studies from custodians

team

Compensation discussions are often an

a method that supports equality and aligns

and consulting organizations

bers

awkward tap dance. Advisors want to know

employees’ incentives with the firm’s goals.

to determine the appropriate

ees. R

pay for each of those duties.

mark

what others are earning and how that pay is

In our firm, everyone has access to

These reports have a

determined. Meanwhile, concerns about pay

QuickBooks. We take a team approach to

inequality for women and minorities add to

decision-making, setting our firm’s budget

wide variation in pay scales,

the consternation of the conversation.

and revenue goals together.

including base pay and

Yet firms often don’t have a consistent

ADOBE STOCK IMAGES

Ev

that may be common at

CEO duties.

By Carolyn McClanahan

the c

pensation is based on roles

With access to QuickBooks, employees

move

going

W

bonuses for each posi-

ploye

method of determining compensation for

can easily see what everyone is being paid.

tion within a firm. We align

assoc

employees that is transparent, objective and

But even better? We all set the pay for each

that data with each of the

set a

promotes equality across the board. Small

other and use an objective formula for

responsibilities performed

ence

firms without human resource departments

determining our quarterly raises. Admittedly,

by our colleagues and then

train

face even bigger challenges.

this method is easier in a firm of six people

weight them accordingly.

That’s why I’d like to suggest a compensation method that’s completely open. It’s

than it might be at a much larger firm. But I
believe the same process can work at large

Our goal initially was for
our pay to match the 75th
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m-

les

percentile for our area of the country.
When I made my first hire of an investment manager in January 2009, our
pay was about the 25th percentile compensation level. Because he believed in
the company, our culture and our openarchitecture pay scale, he was willing to

n the

take a pay cut from his previous job. I

on is

was very lucky. Subsequent employees

mall

hired later came in at a higher level.

on

gns
es

es

Every quarter we receive a raise
based entirely on revenue growth. We
charge flat fees based on complexity,
so our revenue stream is very stable. If
we receive $40,000 recurring revenue
in a quarter, 25% goes to overhead and
the remaining $30,000 goes to the pool

Few people enjoy annual reviews, and there is often subjectivity to that approach.

for raises.
Each raise is determined by a for-

75th percentile by the end of one year.

and a problem-solving attitude.

mula based on the employee’s current

After that time, he will be placed in the

eces-

pay scale compared with the 75th

formula for future raises.

ull

percentile. However, raises for newer

ime

employees can’t exceed the raises for

Peace of Mind

tioning at a high standard. Under this

Each employee is expected to be
their best, and we have weekly meetings to make certain we are all func-

longer-term employees. The newer em-

Overall, I prefer our approach to the

approach, everyone should be reward-

we

ployees came in at a higher percentile

more traditional one that relies on an-

ed when new clients come on board.

the

than our investment manager and me,

nual employee reviews and individual

d for

so we make certain our raises get us to

bonuses as incentives.

b.

goal sooner.

out

nior

blic

her

sa-

Firms that reward individualistic
incentives may have difficulty
getting employees to work as a
team to achieve company goals.
Our discussion on raises occurs as a

Very few people enjoy annual re-

people I worked with in medicine and

that approach. Plus, bonuses that are

my friends in the running community.

based on individual goals or employee

Additional clients came from my work

production (how many assets or new

in the profession and the press. A

clients the employee brought into the

majority of clients for the past decade

firm), often foster an “eat what you

come from referrals. And the beauty

kill” mentality.

of our referral process? We never ask

ans

tions

bers plugged in are fair to all employ-

riate

ees. Recently, we hit the 75th percentile

incentives may have difficulty get-

ties.

mark for all employees, so we have

ting employees to work as a team to

moved the bar to the 100th percentile

achieve company goals.

going forward.
We also have a part-time hourly em-

When I was solo, my initial clients were

views, and there is often subjectivity to

team and we all make certain the num-

ales,

Happiness

Firms that reward individualistic

So what are our incentives for rainmaking, then? I believe the traditional

clients for referrals — they ask if they
can send people to us.
At one point, our waiting list for new
clients was a year. By raising our minimum fee for new clients, the waiting list
is down to about three months.

ployee, and we recently hired a young

business development methods are no

gn

associate advisor. His initial pay was

longer useful. The key to bringing in

great work we deliver to clients is all

he

set at the average rate for his experi-

new clients is to deliver excellent ser-

the rainmaking we need, and I credit

d

ence and training. He has additional

vice and provide true financial peace of

our culture of transparency around pay

hen

training incentives to get him to the

mind through education, authenticity

to part of that happiness.

The happiness of our team and the

FP

y.

for

th

Carolyn McClanahan, a CFP and M.D., is a Financial Planning contributing writer and director of financial planning at Life Planning Partners in
Jacksonville, Florida. Follow her on Twitter at @CarolynMcC.
Financial-Planning.com
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Practice
sites

resou

mind
with vendors and consulting

on pr

with his firm’s attorney, who is
well-versed in cybersecurity.

‘Edu

The results, he says, are

“Edu

solid. “We just went through

and

a surprise audit with the

broke

state of California, and they

“A

commended us on the ways

you w

we’re using technology in our

your

practice,” Rischall says.

Your firm may already
have someone on staff
who is comfortable with
technology and
knowledgeable about
the related challenges
and solutions.
1080 Financial Group is in
the midst of a merger, after
which it will have eight em-

Managing Cybersecurity
Should planners handle tech solutions in-house or outsource
them to an expert vendor? Here’s how to decide.

continue managing cyber-

Rose Y
spent

security, a job that currently

Ro

takes up no more than 10%

at tw

of his work time, he estimates.

Plann

“Twenty advisors might be

herse

the place where you need a

set a

full-time employee,” he says.

By Ingrid Case

“B

“It depends on the kind of

secur

practice you run, employee

“Then

turnover and how much

tem a

That’s the situation at 1080 Financial

financial technology you’re

of ho

practices might even hire someone for that

Group in Sherman Oaks, California, where

using. The more technology

dition

sole purpose.

founding partner Stephen Rischall quarter-

and users you have, the more

other

backs the firm’s cybersecurity efforts. “I’m 30

complex your situation.”

on ou

Regulators and clients alike are eyeing planning firms’ cybersecurity provisions. Some

But if you’re like many planners, running

BLOOMBERG NEWS

ployees. Rischall says he will

get the help you need.

a solo business or a relatively small group of

years old, and as a millennial, I’m comfort-

advisors and administrative help, you might

able with technology and implementing tech

Learning Cybersecurity

be able to handle your firm’s cybersecurity

solutions,” he says.

If you don’t have Rischall’s

our v

and p

Yb

needs without creating another full-time job.

The measures he executes, he says, are

knowledge base, you can

rance

You may already have someone on staff who

part risk-management protocols and part

build it, and so can some-

selve

is comfortable with technology and knowl-

business-continuity plans. In addition to using

one who is already part of

at th

edgeable about the related challenges and

his own knowledge, Rischall keeps up with

your team. Rischall suggests

solutions. Adding the oversight of IT to this

best practices by doing research, talking with

reading online about best

employee’s duties could be a sensible way to

other people in the planning industry, working

practices. Check out web-
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sites aimed at advisors, but also look at

also read articles online, talked with their

monitors for intrusions or suspicious

resources that don’t have planners in

compliance person about necessary

activity. It created a secure VPN for

mind, so you can get other perspectives

steps and reached out to vendors of cy-

Keener, selected anti-viral and anti-

on protecting sensitive information.

bersecurity solutions, including financial

malware software, wrote custom policy

reporting and planning software firms,

statements and trained the Keener

‘Educate Yourself’

cloud-based storage, secure client por-

staff in best practices.

re

“Educate yourself on the requirements

tals and CRM portals. One vendor gave

ugh

and know the protocols that your

them a free test that demonstrated their

they send us test phishing emails to see

broker-dealer uses,” Rischall says.

firm’s vulnerabilities.

if our employees will click on them,”

ing

ho is

ity.

hey

ays

n our

“A consultant or attorney who helps
you with filings can also help, as can
your custodian,” she adds.

Research best practices online to
get up to speed on cybersecurity.
Based on what they learned, Ybarra

y
ff
with

t
es

ntly

spends on True North’s services, though

al detailing their cybersecurity policies

she notes there was both a setup cost

and procedures, switched from sharing

and an ongoing fee structure.
is much less than we would spend on

procedures for working from home, in-

doing the work in-house,” she says.

Martin spent 15 to 20 hours educating

Rose Ybarra, senior financial partner

implementing the cybersecurity mea-

themselves, another 15 to 20 hours on
sures they chose and three to six hours

Planning in McAllen, Texas, educated

on quarterly review.

e

herself about her firm’s needs and then

da

set about fulfilling them.

Outsourcing Technology Needs

“Before last year, we had a couple of

If cybersecurity is something you don’t

f

security features in place,” Ybarra says.

have the time or desire to learn, a ven-

ee

“Then we went to a TD Ameritrade sys-

dor can provide what your company

tem and realized that there were a ton

needs. Keener Financial Planning in

re

of holes in our system. We lacked an ad-

Keller, Texas, uses the Safe Workplace

gy

ditional firewall. We shared a router with

program offered by True North Net-

other offices. There was no encryption

works, based in Swanzey, New Hamp-

on our computers, we had never tested

shire, to supply its tech solutions.

ity

l’s

Keener says that she is happy with
this solution.

Ybarra estimates that she and
Rose Ybarra, a partner at Tranquility Financial,
spent time learning about her firm’s cyber needs.

ates.

more

“I can comfortably say that the total

to using a secure portal, set up security

at two-planner Tranquility Financial

ays.

Managing Costs

when they left the office.

m-

0%

the people who are the weakest link.”

Keener declined to say what she

and starting locking their computers

fter

er-

great technology in place, but really it’s

created an incident report and a manu-

stalled more robust anti-viral software

will

Keener says. “You can have all the

and Martin put up their own firewall,

documents with clients through email

is in

“They provided training videos, and

Stephen Rischall, founding partner at 1080
Financial, manages the firm’s cybersecurity.

“Not only do we have a high level of
security, but we can show that we have

our vulnerability and we had no policies

“I thought our cybersecurity was

a policy and we’ve implemented it. We

and procedures around cybersecurity.”

pretty good, but True North has made

were audited last year, and the regula-

it really good,” says Jean Keener, the

tors seemed really impressed.”

Ybarra and her business partner, Ter-

n

rance Martin, started bringing them-

e-

selves up to speed by talking to vendors

of

at the TD Ameritrade conference. They

firm’s principal.
The vendor, she says, has installed
a commercial-grade firewall, which it

For the foreseeable future, she says,
Keener will be outsourcing its cyberseFP

curity needs.

ests

st

b-

Ingrid Case, a Financial Planning contributing writer in Minneapolis, is a former senior editor for Bloomberg Markets magazine. Follow her on
Twitter at @CaseIngrid.
Financial-Planning.com
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AdvisorTech

ing te

has b

On Par with Larger Rivals

“It’s r
manding higher value from

their

advisors now.”

close

Since introducing the

dolla

New tech tools are helping independent advisors close in
on the service capabilities of big wealth management firms.

platform, the firm has almost

made

$1.2 billion in new client as-

“Ther

By Sean Allocca

attributed to the new portal,

Reap

she says.

While

Technology offerings are closing the gap for

— and Ron Carson is a perfect example of

RIAs seeking solutions previously found only

this — of firms being on par in terms of their

at the industry’s largest firms.

reputation surrounding technology.”
Carson Group rolled out its newest client-

An accounting optimization tool from
Orion and new client-facing technology from

facing portal called Digital Client Experience

the Carson Group are examples of tools

that eliminates duplicate data

opening up abilities for independent advisors

entry and could save advisors time and

sets that it at least partially

“Having a consolidated
balance sheet is a
commodity now —
that’s not new and
exciting,” says Carson
Group’s Teri Shepherd.
Carson has invested $52
million in technology over

Reinvesting in Tech

14%

“N

the past five years, accord-

tools

ing to the firm.

Jano

Tax Efficiency

also

Likewise, accounting service

portf

Wh

Financial Planning

ficiency formerly found only

Advis

Client-facing tools
Cybersecurity
Performance reporting
Rebalancing
Portfolio accounting

Source: TD Ameritrade, 2018 RIA Sentiment Survey

platform Orion’s newest

at the wires.
The Advisor Strategy and
Tax Return Optimization, or
ASTRO, tool suggests a set of
stocks that mimic a certain
index and can automatically
harvest more tax losses than
with the single fund, says
Orion CEO Eric Clarke.
“With an ETF, the tax
situation depends on one
ticker,” Clarke says. “But if
you own select sets of securi-

money, according to the firm. The tool helps

ties within that ETF, then sell

advisors aggregate client balance sheets

your losses and replace them

and streamlines onboarding.

with similar stocks that don’t

“Having a consolidated balance sheet is

change the overall makeup,

advisor is changing,” says Davis Janowski,

a commodity now — that’s not new and

you’re creating significant

a senior analyst at Forrester Research. “It’s

exciting,” says Teri Shepherd, chief operating

losses to offset those gains.”

taken about a decade to get to this point

officer at Carson Group. “Clients are de-

The advanced tax harvest-
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Jano

to create the level of tax ef-

Mobile apps

superior to your typical mom-and-pop retail

of cli

offering uses direct indexing

3%

“The notion that wirehouse technology

aspir

CRM tools

Robo-advice

from an investment-ticking standpoint is

broke

16%

3%

to compete at a greater scale.

“T

Digital documents/eSignature

9%
4%

the n

16%

11%
10%

break

Or

RIAs say these are the top technologies under consideration for 2018.

14%

for th

Source

Finan

3/8/2018 1:47:18 PM

ing technique known as direct indexing
has been utilized by the wires for years.

making a sale.

rate legacy holdings.
Normally, an advisor would have to

“Now, you’re able to keep those leg-

“It’s really allowing advisors to scale up

create a customized portfolio to bal-

acy positions and construct a portfolio

their abilities to a level that is getting

ance out the low-cost basis holdings,

that still follows your overall tracking for

closer and closer to the multimillion-

something that requires heavy lifting

a particular index.” Murguia says. “It’s al-

dollar investments that the wirehouse

from advisors, says Alex Murguia, man-

most like a personalized index fund, but

most

made in technology,” Janowski says.

aging principal and COO at McLean

you are not spending the expense ratios.

as-

“There is closer parity.”

Asset Management.

It basically removes the middle man.”

om

ally

rtal,

Reaping the Benefits
While this technology is nothing new

ted

for the big brokers, RIAs, especially
breakaways, are reaping the benefits of
the new technology.
“There’s no shortage of breakaway

“We’re seeing tech finally catch
up and eliminate the manual
processing,”says Davis Janowski,
of Forrester Research.

‘Leveling the Playing Field’
While the tech could help RIAs get
on par with their larger rivals, it won’t
come cheap, Janowski says.

The optimization tool takes those

“Let’s be honest, Orion is not an in-

holdings into account when suggesting

expensive offering,” Janowski says. “But

n
rd.

brokers who are opening up firms and

portfolios so the client can keep their

for the right firm that can make the

aspire to continue to work with the level

legacy positions and dodge the long-

most use of it, it’s good value.”

of clientele they did at wirehouses,”

term capital gains tax.

$52

Janowski says.

er

rd-

“Now, they get to pick their own

nual fee of $50 per account, according

it’s par for the course to blow up that

to the firm. The tool went live March 1.

toolset and can fill in what’s missing,”

portfolio regardless of the capital gains

Janowski adds.

[tax],” Murguia says. “Advisors think, ‘So,

Orion’s ASTRO optimization tool
also gives RIAs another new ability —

vice

The ASTRO tool is priced at an an-

“If a client has legacy positions,

portfolio suggestions that can incorpo-

be it. This model is better overall.’”
ASTRO can help mitigate potential
risks from legacy holdings without

“In order to do the heavy lifting on

“Tech scales in a way that
humans don’t,” says Forrester
Research’s Davis Janowski.
an individual account basis, advisors

xing
ef-

only

What RIAs Are Buying

need a powerful engine that is typically

Advisors say they spent more on technology than any other area
last year.

at a much higher price point,” says Joe

available only in the institutional setting

% increase

and

Smith, Orion senior market strategist.
“We see this direct indexing technology as leveling the playing field

, or

between advisors and the large asset

set of

ain

31%

cally

Technology

managers,” Smith says.
Janowski agrees.
“Tech scales in a way that humans

than

don’t,” Janowski says.

s

“For years, the wirehouses didn’t
have any competition in terms of tech.

e

26%

if

Legal/Compliance

The advisor facing tech was not up
to par and not as good — not as well
integrated,” he says.

curi-

“We’re seeing tech finally catch up

n sell

them

and eliminate the manual processing

don’t

and allow firms to grow up and into

eup,

15%

nt

ns.”

vest-

Source: TD Ameritrade, 2018 RIA Sentiment Survey
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Marketing

billion-dollar firms,” Janowski adds.

FP

Sean Allocca is an associate editor of Financial
Planning. Follow him on Twitter at @sjallocca.
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Cli

Client

advis

tends

due t
potential marketing benefits

itself

for RIAs to pursue perfor-

rewa

mance fees on investment

respo

portfolios, there are also

In

many reasons why they

ly un

shouldn’t do this.

mark

annu

Incentive Alignment
One of the most popular and

rises

consumer-friendly aspects of

form

the traditional AUM fee is its

incre

alignment of incentives

this r

between advisor and client.

Though largely replaced by the 1% of AUM model,
performance-based fee structures are cropping up again.

the a

advisor charges a fee based

fee, d

on a percentage of the

lost m

As

favorable investment results

discu

that grow the portfolio will

parti

also grow the amount the

tion i

advisor can bill, and losses

proce

in the client portfolio will

of pe

decrease the advisor’s

Prof

billable assets.

Advisors charging AUM
fees have a strong
incentive to be good
stewards of their clients’
money.

For in

perfo

for sh

profi

more

clien

By Michael Kitces

Thus, advisors who are
charging AUM fees have a

a ret

Al

As advisors face increasing pressure to

structure is that it would compel investment

strong incentive to be good

charg

differentiate themselves in how they work

advisors to eschew closet indexing and truly

stewards of their clients’

that

with clients, a once-controversial fee

work to outperform their benchmarks.

money, because growth for

such

their portfolios also spells

addi

to prospective clients — and judging by the

growth for the advisor’s

targe

assets that firms with performance-based

business. This could appear

based on total assets being managed or

fee structures attract, clients don’t seem to

to be a win-win situation.

advised upon, the performance-based fee is

perceive much downside.

structure is coming back into vogue: the
performance-based fee.
Whereas the AUM model determines a fee

This can be a very compelling proposition

calculated as a percentage of upside (on an
ADOBE STOCK IMAGES

An

To the extent that the

portfolio being managed,

A Maligned Fee Is Back

Fo

Yet the AUM fee only goes

Im

sated

manc

so far to align the incentives

as ex

of the advisor and client.

hurdl

absolute basis, or relative to a benchmark

A Dubious Past

index), where the advisor’s fee is forfeited if

However, performance fees have a dubious

they fail to achieve the required threshold or

past, and the passage of time has done little

themselves tend to grow

in exc

hurdle rate.

to eliminate their faults.

— which will often happen

Nota

independent of any one

pena

The virtue of this form of compensation

This means that, while there are some

To the extent that markets

52 Financial Planning April 2018
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advisor’s effort — a portfolio’s AUM fee

ing; if the portfolio substantially

which the advisor will earn perfor-

tends to naturally rise over time simply

underperforms the benchmark, the 1%

mance-based fees.

due to passive growth of the market

base fee might be forfeited altogether,

Yet if the investor had started with $1

efits

itself. Yet the advisor is, in effect,

eliminating compensation for under-

million in the portfolio, the portfolio of

r-

rewarded for growth they weren’t

performing in a bull market.

ULPIX paying 20% performance fees

nt

responsible for in the first place.

years, for a cumulative return of just

ly underperforms a benchmark in a bull

they have a very troubled past. Indeed,

1.1%/year.

market will still earn the bulk of their

many investment advisers are actu-

annual fee increases.

ally banned from charging such

earned performance-based fees of

performance-based fees outright.

$454,526, thanks in large part to ULPIX

For example, if the stock market

r and

would only be worth $1,226,744 after 20

appeal of fees tied to performance,

In fact, an advisor who consistent-

o

Yet notwithstanding the intuitive

rises by 10% and the advisor underper-

While performance-based fees

Meanwhile, the advisor would have

outperforming the S&P 500 in 11 of

ts of

forms by 1%, the AUM fee will still

provide greater reward potential for

s its

increase by 9% for the year, despite

good managers, those same fees can

this relatively poor performance.

also incentivize managers to take on

Buy and Hold

more risk.

Had the investor simply bought the S&P

ent.

And if the client’s portfolio declines,
the advisor will still earn a substantial

ased

fee, despite the fact that the client has
lost money.

d,

ults

will

e

ses

l

UM

nts’

As a result, there has been growing

As Congress noted …
performance fees were
effectively “heads I win, tails you
lose” arrangements.

discussion around whether advisors,
particularly those whose value proposi-

500 and held it, the portfolio would
have grown to $2,867,761, for an
average annual return of 5.7% over this
same time period.
Consequently, by taking substantial

Consider an advisor who is going to

risk with the client’s portfolio and

tion is built around their investment

manage a client’s equity portfolio, and

amplifying the volatility, the perfor-

process, should be charging some kind

who will be benchmarked to the S&P

mance-fee-based advisor was able to

of performance-based fee instead.

500. The advisor’s performance-fee

demonstrate several years of strong

agreement stipulates that they will

outperformance — for which he

Profit Sharing

receive 20% of any outperformance

generated a substantial profit — while

For instance, an advisor might charge a

above the benchmark.

the client alone experienced losses in

performance-based fee that provides

If the advisor doesn’t beat the

the down years.

for sharing 10% of the portfolio’s

benchmark, they earn nothing, as the

profits. Thus, the greater the profits, the

fee is zero, ensuring the advisor has

incentivized to and actually profited at

more the upside for the advisor and the

a very strong incentive to outperform.

the expense of the client’s amplified

a return, neither does the advisor.

In other words, the advisor was

risk, while failing to add any actual

client, and, if the portfolio doesn’t earn

e

those years.

A Closet Indexer

value to the investment process.
That performance-based fees would

a

Alternatively, the advisor might

ood

charge a fulcrum fee, which stipulates

strategy is not actually to try to pick

incentivize investment managers to

that the advisor earns a base fee,

superior investments and have a high

take additional risk is nothing new.

for

such as 1%, but will only earn an

active share.

ls

additional fee if a specific benchmark

ear

target is achieved.
Imagine that the advisor is compen-

However, the advisor’s investment

In fact, Congress recognized the

Rather, the advisor will be a closet

problem in the aftermath of the bull

indexer with a rather simple strategy:

market of the 1920s (and the subse-

Because markets go up more often

quent crash).
When the Investment Advisers Act

n.

sated 10% of the outperfor-

than they go down, the advisor puts all

goes

mance above a return threshold, such

clients’ assets into a 2X leveraged fund

of 1940 was written, Section 205(a)

ives

as excess returns above a 7% per year

that typically provides 200% of the

(1) explicitly established a ban on most

.

hurdle rate, or for beating a certain

daily return of the S&P 500 — e.g.,

performance-based fees for invest-

rkets

benchmark — say, generating returns

ProFunds UltraBull S&P 500 Fund

ment advisors.

in excess of the S&P 500 for the year.

(ULPIX) — and waits for the bull

Notably, a fulcrum fee would also

market’s leveraged returns to produce

performance fees were effectively

penalize the advisor for underperform-

stints of substantial outperformance on

“heads I win, tails you lose” arrange-

en
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Client
This amount is now annually indexed,

ments. Yet the SEC began to partially

they can only be compensated for

It’

relax the performance-fee rules in 1970.

and, as of 2012, investors may not

brokerage services — unless they

that,

First, the Investment Advisers Act

include the value of their personal

become a hybrid advisor and sepa-

indire

was amended to allow RIAs serving as

residence in meeting this standard,

rately join or become an RIA as well.

fulcru

Lastly, the employee test requires

the investment manager of a mutual

recei

fund to charge fulcrum fees under the

that the qualified client either be an

Structuring Performance Fees

age o

then-new Section 205(b).

executive officer, director, trustee or

For advisors working with the afore-

forfe

general partner of the RIA, or an

mentioned qualified clients, it is

—w

rules by establishing Rule 205-3, which

employee who participates in the

permissible to charge performance fees,

manc

stipulated that investment advi-

investment activities of the advisor.

but it’s still necessary to determine the

quali

In 1985, the SEC further relaxed the

Notably, a Registered Investment

sors could charge certain performancebased fees when working with a

Company — in essence, a mutual fund

qualified client.

— is also able to charge performance
fees, but only if it meets the fulcrum fee

For the purpose of performance fees,
a qualified client is one who meets

structure requirement of Section 205(b)

either an AUM test or a net-worth test,

(2) of the Investment Advisers Act.

employee of the RIA itself.

The AUM Test

The mixed record of actual
outcomes still leaves much to be
desired.
Some firms simply arrange their fees

On the other hand, hedge funds are

or is an executive or investment-related

Th

actual structure of the fee itself.

No-A

Train

“satis

optio

reque

to participate in a percentage of the

with

permitted to charge any type of

upside, while others stipulate that their

perfo

performance fees, although they in turn

performance fees are only paid if

long

are limited to only accredited investors.

they exceed a certain threshold.

cated

In some cases the only payable fee is

The AUM test requires that the invest-

ment

The Key Point

the performance fee itself, while in

least $1 million of the client’s assets.

The key point here is that an RIA that

others the performance fee may

state

Meanwhile, the net-worth test requires

wants to charge performance-based

include a baseline AUM fee as well —

— RI

the qualified client to have a net worth

fees to its retail investor clients can only

e.g., 1% of the portfolio plus 10% of the

unde

of at least $2.1 million, or be a so-called

do so if they are considered qualified

excess return above a certain threshold.

adhe

qualified purchaser — e.g., an ultra-

clients. And of course, Series 6 or Series

In the case of mutual funds, Con-

manc

high-net-worth individual, or certain

7 advisors under a broker-dealer are

gress explicitly required under Section

not a

institutions/entities — under Section

not permitted to charge performance-

205(b)(2) of the Investment Advisers

regul

80(a)-2(a)(51).

based or any advisory fees at all, as

Act that the fee must provide for:

Advis

ment advisor actually be managing at

In

“Compensation based on the asset

Beating the Benchmark

value of the company or fund under

Wor

management averaged over a specific

While

Leveraged funds may not outperform the S&P 500 in the long run.

period, and increasing and decreasing

appe

proportionately with the investment

mixe

performance of the company or fund

leave

$3,500,000
$3,000,000
20% Performance Fee

over a specified period in relation to the

S&P 500

$2,500,000
$2,000,000

Co

investment record of an appropriate

base

index of securities prices.”

ago,
they

$1,500,000

A Set Measuring Period

$1,000,000

In other words, a valid performance fee

some

in the realm of mutual funds must have

more

some set measuring period in which

who

investment performance would be

to be

compared to the underlying index, and

soph

$500,000
$0

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

ULPIX

43% 30% -28% -32% -46%

S&P 500

21%

-9% -12% -22% 29%

55%

18%

3%

11%

5%

16%

24%

1% -67% 43%

5% -37% 26%

15%

24%
2%

-4% 28%

68%

24%

-2%

20%

16%

14%

1%

12%

12%

32%

Annual Returns

Source: Standard & Poor’s, ProFunds; calculations and chart by Michael Kitces

An

the advisor’s compensation must both
increase and decrease proportionately and accordingly.
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It’s also important to note
that, since IA Release 721 in 1980, an

the risks of the arrangement.
Though in the general context of

Edwin Elton, Martin Gruber and
Christopher Blake in the Journal of

-

indirect version of a non-proportionate

advisors, performance-based fees

Finance found that funds charging

l.

fulcrum fee — where the advisor just

introduce non-trivial business execution

performance fees tended to have

receives a base fee and not a percent-

challenges as well.

positive stock selection ability, but the

age of the performance upside, but

-

best funds tended to actually have

forfeits their fee for underperformance

temptation to make trades for the

lower betas. As a result, the total return

— will still be treated as a perfor-

biggest clients first.

was not improved and the incentive fee

fees,

mance-based fee, necessitating a

the

qualified client arrangement.

After all, in the same favorable trade

often wasn’t even earned.

that outperforms the benchmark, the

Practically speaking, the biggest

performance fee is bigger for outper-

caveat and limitation to an advisor

No-Action letter to investment firm

formance on a $10 million portfolio

charging performance-based fees is

Trainer, Wortham & Co. affirmed that a

than on a $1 million portfolio.

that — beyond the compliance

That said, a subsequent 2004 SEC

be

For instance, they fan a natural

“satisfaction guarantee” refund

This is less of an issue for perfor-

oversight obligations — it’s necessary

option — whereby the investor can

mance fee-based hedge and mutual

to be under an RIA and not a broker-

fees

request a refund if they are unhappy

funds, because all clients participate

dealer, and it limits the firm to working

e

with their advisor, regardless of

equally in a pooled investment.

with qualified clients who meet the

heir

performance results — is permitted as

ee is

portfolio and/or net-worth requirements in the first place.

long as the advisor’s fee isn’t predi-

investors, the issue of how trades are

cated on meeting any specific invest-

sequenced and allocated — along with

ment performance threshold.

fair execution and being able to

the largest RIA firms with the most

This may be feasible for a subset of

demonstrate that the RIA meets its

affluent clients — but the largest RIA

state-registered investment advisors

best execution obligations — really

firms are already enjoying the fastest

— RIAs with less than $100 million

does matter.

growth, thanks to their marketing

In the case of performance fees for

—

But for an RIA working with retail

economies of scale and the fact that

the

under management — the RIA must

hold.

adhere to state-level rules on perfor-

Bookkeeping Nightmares

more-affluent clients already tend to

-

mance-based fees, which may but will

In addition, while modern technology

gravitate to them, regardless of

on

not always conform to the SEC’s

makes it possible for each performance-

whether a performance-based fee

regulations under the Investment

based fee to be calculated individually

structure is offered.

Advisers Act.

for each client, there may still be

s

et

And of course, focusing on perfor-

substantial bookkeeping nightmares

mance-based fees may be very

Worth It?

when clients start at different times and

unappealing for holistic planning firms

fic

While there is some clear intuitive

thus have performance fees calculated

that are trying to focus clients on

ng

appeal to performance-based fees, the

from different starting points.

the broader range of services they

d

the

mixed record of actual outcomes still
leaves much to be desired.
Congress banned performance-

This is not to mention the sheer
revenue volatility that is introduced
for the RIA itself, as a year of bad

provide, rather than accentuate
investment results alone.
Nonetheless, for RIAs that want to

based fees for RIAs more than 75 years

performance can mean no perfor-

charge performance-based fees and

ago, because of the consumer harm

mance-based revenue coming in to

are ready and willing to work with

they ended up causing.

pay staff salaries.

qualified clients, the option exists under

And while the rules have relaxed to

And of course, even as perfor-

current law.
But it’s still crucial to properly

e fee

some extent, it has only been for

mance-based fees come back into

have

more-affluent qualified client investors

vogue, there’s little evidence that

manage the firm’s conflicts of interest,

h

who — right or wrong — are presumed

they actually lead to better invest-

particularly when it comes to trying to

to be more financially experienced and

ment outcomes.

earn performance fees by taking more

and

oth

te-

sophisticated, and at least recognize

An especially well-cited analysis by

risk with clients’ investment dollars.

FP

Michael Kitces, CFP, a Financial Planning contributing writer, is a partner and director of wealth management for Pinnacle Advisory Group in
Columbia, Maryland; co-founder of the XY Planning Network; and publisher of the planning blog Nerd’s Eye View. Follow him on Twitter at
@MichaelKitces.
Financial-Planning.com
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Portfolio
ALSO IN PORTFOLIO: P. 60: A POSSIBLE RED FLAG

account here.
In the table “Vanguard
Bond Funds: a Sampling,”
the list consists of the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index
followed by 17 of Vanguard’s
bond funds.
This table attempts to
highlight a fund from each of
the major bond categories,
as classified by Morningstar.
Also included in this table
are each fund’s 10-year average annualized return along
with the standard deviation
for the 10 years.
The correlation between
each of the Vanguard bond
funds and the Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index is also
presented.
In this study, the Van-

Effective 60/40 Portfolios
Pairing a variety of Vanguard bond funds with an S&P 500 fund
may help planners rethink the classic stock/bond mix.

guard Total Bond Market
Index Admiral share class
(VBTLX) has the highest correlation to the bond benchmark index, with a 10-year
correlation of 1.
The listed Vanguard fund
with the lowest correlation

By Craig L. Israelsen

to the Barclay’s index is the
Vanguard High-Yield Cor-

What’s the best way to build the classic

by all bond funds, so the firm is actually a

porate Admiral share class

60% equity/40% fixed-income portfolio?

major player in the bond mutual fund and ETF

(VWEAX), at 0.19.

To answer this question, advisors should

arena. Vanguard’s average bond fund expense

evaluate the logic and performance of vari-

ratio is 0.12%, compared with 0.87% for all

Outpacing a Benchmark

ous combinations of stock and bond funds.

bond funds.

Ten of the Vanguard bond

For this analysis, the stock fund chosen

funds in this sample out-

was Vanguard 500 Index (VFINX). Each bond

performed the Barclay’s

fund was then paired with VFINX to measure

Aggregate Bond Index over

funds in the Morningstar database. To be

overall performance over the past 10 years.

the past 10 years.

sure, that’s a small percentage of the 7,170

VFINX was given a 60% allocation, and each

total bond funds (both numbers include all

bond fund represented 40%.

Sound complicated? Yes, but I’ve done it for
you, making use of Vanguard bond funds.

BLOOMBERG NEWS

As of Jan. 31, Vanguard offered 114 bond

share classes).
But Vanguard’s market share accounts for
fully 23% of the $4.45 trillion in assets held

To keep the allocations constant, the pair

But in every case, that
performance is at the cost of
higher volatility. In the case

of funds was rebalanced at the end of each

of Vanguard Extended Dura-

year. Taxes and inflation were not taken into

tion Treasury ETF (EDV), the
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Find your balance in changing markets.
Columbia Diversified Fixed Income Allocation ETF (DIAL) is a new
solution to help you meet income goals in any market. Informed by our
expertise as a fixed-income manager, the fund is diversified across six
sectors to target a better balance of yield, quality and liquidity than the
benchmark. Discover how a broader, consistent approach to fixed-income
investing may help deliver reliable income in all markets.

columbiathreadneedleetf.com
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of a Fund before investing. To obtain a prospectus
containing this and other important information, please call 888.800.4347 or visit columbiathreadneedleetf.com to view or download a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
In addition to the multi-sector bond strategies employed, the Fund may invest in other securities, including private placements. The Fund may have portfolio turnover, which may cause an adverse
cost impact. Columbia Diversified Fixed Income Allocation ETF (the Fund) seeks investment results that, before fees and expenses, closely corresponds to the performance of the Beta Advantage
Multi-Sector Bond Index.
Fixed income securities involve interest rate, credit, inflation, illiquidity and reinvestment risks. As interest rates rise, the value of fixed income securities falls. High yield investments possess
greater price volatility, illiquidity, and possibility of default. International investments are subject to special risks, including currency fluctuations, and social, economic, and political uncertainties,
which could increase volatility. These risks are magnified in emerging markets. Asset-backed, mortgage-backed or mortgage-related securities are subject to prepayment and extension risks.
Although the Fund’s shares are listed on an exchange, there can be no assurance that an active, liquid or otherwise orderly trading market for shares will be established or maintained. One
cannot invest directly in an index. Index Funds involve tracking error and other risks. In addition to the multi-sector bond strategies employed, the Fund may invest in other securities, including
private placements. The Fund may have portfolio turnover, which may cause an adverse cost impact.
The Columbia Diversified Fixed Income Allocation ETF (the Fund) seeks investment results that, before fees and expenses, closely correspond to the performance of the Beta Advantage®
Multi-Sector Bond Index.
ETF shares are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemable. Investors buy and sell shares on a secondary market. Shares may trade at a premium or
discount to the NAV. Only market makers or “authorized participants” may trade directly with the Fund(s), typically in blocks of 50,000 shares.
This fund is newly organized and does not have an operating history. The Funds are distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc., which is not affiliated with CMIA. Columbia Threadneedle Investments
is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
There is no guarantee that the investment objectives will be achieved or that return expectations will be met.
Columbia Threadneedle Investments (Columbia Threadneedle) is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
© 2018 Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC. All rights reserved.
CTNPAG11 (02/18) 1987535/CET000332
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Portfolio
standard deviation of return was more

Vanguard Bond Funds: a Sampling

than 10 times higher.

Vanguard offers a wide variety of bond funds in numerous
categories, including long-term tax-exempt, inflationprotected and high-yield corporate.
Vanguard Bond
Fund

10-Year
% Return

Barclay's Aggregate
U.S. Bond Index
VBTLX (Total Bond
Market Index Admiral)

4.01
3.95

10-Year
% Std. Dev.
2.99
3.02

10-Year
Correlation to
Aggregate
Bond Index
-1.00

VBILX (Interm.-Term
Bond Index Adm.)

4.98

4.16

0.97

VFIJX (GNMA Admiral)

3.95

3.32

0.94

VBLTX (Long-Term
Bond Index)

7.17

VWETX (Long-Term
Invest.-Grade Admiral)

7.89

VAIPX (Inflation-Protected Securities Adm.)

9.50

0.84

considerable variety among the funds’
performance over the past decade,
with 10-year annualized returns ranging
from 1.7% to 8.26%.

3.37

7.85
6.60

0.83
0.81

2.30

1.75

0.68

VUSUX (Long-Term
Treasury Admiral)

6.46

14.77

0.67

VWIUX (Interm.-Term
Tax-Exempt Admiral)

4.08

knowing how well a bond fund performs
as a teammate of a stock fund in the
60/40 allocation.
The results of the 60/40 analysis are
shown in the chart “Vanguard 60/40
Portfolios.” The top row of the table
shows the annual returns of VFINX, as
well as the 10-year annualized return
and 10-year standard deviation of
VFINX’s annual returns.
The remainder of the table shows

VFIUX (IntermediateTerm Treasury Admiral)

3.70

5.13

0.64

EDV (Extended Duration Treasury ETF)

8.26

31.36

0.54

VWLUX (Long-Term
Tax-Exempt Admiral)

4.78

VFIDX (Interm.-Term
Invstmnt-Grade Adm.)

5.19

VFIRX (Short-Term
Treasury Admiral)

1.70

17 Vanguard bond funds that were
sampled for this study.
The first 60/40 portfolio is VFINX
and EDV. From 2008 to 2017, a 60/40
tandem of VFINX and EDV produced
a 10-year annualized return of 10.72%,
with a 10-year standard deviation of

4.11

0.66

return of 9.57%.

The Balanced Index
Balanced Index, which had a 10-year
standard deviation of 12.03%.
As you study the full results, you
will observe that 13 of the 17 60/40
combinations outperformed Vanguard

6.63

0.50

Balanced Index (VBINX).
Amazingly, in eight of those 13

1.98

0.47

VWAHX (High-Yield
Tax-Exempt)

5.06

8.59

0.42

VFSUX (Short-Term
Invstmnt-Grade Adm.)

2.95

4.73

0.24

6.93

Source: Steele Mutual Fund Expert, analysis by author

14.96

0.19

Lon

Cor

Lon

Hig

Inte

Cor

Hig

Mun

Inte

Inte

Inte

Infla

Sho

Sho

Sho

Source

tandems, the volatility of return was

cons

lower than VBINX, representing better

beca

performance with reduced volatility.

natur

Perhaps even more interesting is
the fact that four of the 60/40 combos

corre

W

(VFINX/EDV, VFINX/VUSUX, VFINX/

can d

VWETX and VFINX/VBLTX) outper-

fund

formed VFINX by itself. And, of course,
the 60/40 combos that did outperform
a 100% VFINX investment did so with
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annualized return of 7% and a 10-year

0.52
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Both of these are better than Vanguard

6.30

Por
Van

Lar

While interesting, the real value is in

all of the pairings of VFINX and the

VBISX (Short-Term
Bond Index)

VWEAX (High-Yield
Corporate Admiral)

As portrayed in the table, there is
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Craig
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ore

Vanguard 60/40 Portfolios

s

Portfolios have 60% allocation to VFINX and 40% to each Vanguard bond fund;
Vanguard Balanced index is the benchmark.

nds’

ging

s in

orms

he
are

0
as

rn

s

X

40

ed

2%,

of

uard

ar

ear

ard

10-Yr. 60/40 10-Yr. 60/40
% Return % Std. Dev.

Category

Symbol

Name

Large-Cap U.S. Stock

VFINX

Vanguard 500 Index

8.37

19.22

Long Government

EDV

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Extended
Duration Treasury ETF

10.72

9.57

Long Government

VUSUX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Long-Term
Treasury Admiral Shares

8.72

9.27

Corporate Bond

VWETX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Long-Term
Investment-Grade Admiral Shares

8.71

12.18

Long-Term Bond

VBLTX

8.59

11.13

High-Yield Bond

VWEAX

7.97

16.51

Intermediate-Term Bond

VBILX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Long-Term
Bond Index
60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard High-Yield
Corporate Admiral Shares
60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard IntermediateTerm Bond Index Admiral Shares

7.57

11.31

Corporate Bond

VFIDX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard IntermediateTerm Investment-Grade Admiral Shares

7.46

13.21

High-Yield Muni

VWAHX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard High-Yield
Tax-Exempt

7.38

13.72

Muni National Long

VWLUX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Long-Term
Tax-Exempt Admiral Shares

7.35

12.74

Intermediate Government

VFIUX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard IntermediateTerm Treasury Admiral Shares

7.22

9.89

Intermediate Government

VFIJX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard GNMA Adm.

7.19

10.92

Intermediate-Term Bond

VBTLX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Total Bond
Market Index Admiral Shares

7.15

11.26

Muni National Intermediate

VWIUX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard IntermediateTerm Tax-Exempt Admiral Shares

7.13

11.99

60/40 Benchmark

VBINX

Vanguard Balanced Index

7.00

12.03

Inflation-Protected Bond

VAIPX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard InflationProtected Securities Admiral Share

6.86

12.14

Short-Term Bond

VFSUX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Short-Term
Investment-Grade Admiral Shares

6.58

12.84

Short-Term Bond

VBISX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Short-Term
Bond Index

6.49

11.15

Short Government

VFIRX

60% VFINX / 40% Vanguard Short-Term
Treasury Admiral Shares

6.29

10.86

Source: Steele Mutual Fund Expert, analysis by author

s

considerably lower standard deviation,

insert a variety of Vanguard (or other)

you can identify bond funds that have

ter

because of the bond fund component’s

bond funds. You can also simply use a

a low correlation to the equity fund that

naturally lower volatility and/or low

prebuilt 60/40 portfolio in the form of

you use.

correlation with VFINX.

Vanguard Balanced Index.

y.

bos

/

When building a 60/40 portfolio, you

If you build your own, you might con-

Of course, as sports fans know all too
well, past performance is not always

can design it by using an S&P 500 clone

sider a bond fund that doesn’t attempt

an indicator of future performance. But

fund as the 60% equity piece, then

to mimic the aggregate bond index. Or

these strategies are worth a shot.
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Craig L. Israelsen, Ph.D., a Financial Planning contributing writer in Springville, Utah, is an executive in residence in the personal financial planning
program at the Woodbury School of Business at Utah Valley University. He is also the developer of the 7Twelve portfolio.
Financial-Planning.com
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A Possible Red Flag
A simple 1035 exchange might actually trigger increased scrutiny from regulators.
By Alan J. Foxman

Q: Recently my manager gave me a
warning about switching a client from
one variable annuity to another. The
client did incur a surrender charge, but
the annuity I moved him into has
higher returns with lower premiums.
Even with the additional commission
the client paid, he’ll still come out
ahead in the long run. I thought this
was a no-brainer. Why would my
manager take issue with this?
A: While it’s all well and good to get
a client a better return for less cost, the
fact is that the commission you earned
created a financial incentive for you to

While it’s great to get a client a better return for less cost, the commission earned on an annuity switch
may force regulators to examine very closely whether, in fact, it was in the client’s best interests.

make that switch. This alone sends up a

differences between variable annuities.

is possible that the phrase “in the long

red flag to regulators who will look very

A return versus cost analysis may not

run” might have something to do with

closely at the transaction to see

always tell the entire story.

your manager’s concern.

whether, in fact, it was in the client’s
best interests.
Variable annuities can differ greatly
from one to another, and it can be
challenging sometimes to compare

I am not a mind reader, so it is a little

Regulatory authorities could find

difficult for me to know for certain why

that the time frame for the client to

your manager might take issue with the

recoup the surrender charge and

1035 exchange.

commission is unreasonably long and

Although these are fairly standard, it

they could conclude that the client
would have been better off staying with

Grim Year for Annuity Sales

their original annuity.

Purchases of fixed products fell by 8% in 2017 while variable contracts
slipped 9%.

as tax issues or the diversification of

Variable

Fixed

There could be other reasons (such
available funds within the annuity, etc.)
that could have made the original

$117B
$108B

$105B
$95.6B

annuity more attractive and a better
deal than the annuity you moved the
client into.
I would suggest that you have a
discussion with your manager to get a

$25.7B

Q4 2016

$24.7B

$26.1B

Q4 2017

Source: LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute

or her concern.

2016

2017

FP

Alan J. Foxman is a senior consultant and vice
president at NCS Regulatory Compliance, and
a partner at the law firm of Dew Foxman &
Haugh in Delray Beach, Florida.

ADOBE STOCK IMAGES

better insight into what, exactly, was his
$25.3B
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CE Quiz
VISIT FPCEQUIZ.COM TO TAKE FINANCIAL PLANNING’S CE QUIZ.

From: Effective 60/40 Portfolios
1. From 2008 to 2017, which Vanguard bond fund pairing
with the Vanguard 500 index (VFINX) had the best overall
return?
1. Vanguard Extended Duration Treasury ETF (EDV)
2. Vanguard High-Yield Tax Exempt (VWAHX)
3. Vanguard Long-Term Treasury (VUSUX)
4. Vanguard High-Yield Corporate (VWEAX)

1. Rules 2165 and 4512
2. Rules 2015 and 2035
3. Rules 7120 and 7325
4. Rules 4300 and 4525

2. Which bond fund pairing with the VFINX had the worst
overall return during the same time period?
1. Vanguard Inflation-Protected Bond (VAIPX)
2. Vanguard Short-Term Bond Index (VBISX)
3. Vanguard Short-Term Treasury (VFIRX)
4. Vanguard GNMA (VFIJX)

From: SEC Offers Amnesty Program for Undisclosed
Share-Class Conflicts (Online only)
7. To qualify for the Share Class Selection Disclosure Initiative reprieve from monetary penalties, advisors must notify
the SEC of their intention to self-report failures to disclose
conflicts of interest relating to share classes by what date?
1. Sept. 10, 2018
2. Aug. 15, 2018
3. June 12, 2018
4. Dec. 20, 2018

From: Are High-Yield and Emerging Markets Bond Funds
Worth the Risk? (Online only)
3. During the 2008 financial crisis, which of these fund categories had the best return?
1. Emerging markets bonds
2. Intermediate-term bonds
3. High-yield bonds
4. High-yield muni bonds

From: Top-Performing Stock Funds Since 2008 Financial
Crisis (Online only)
8. Which of these funds has had the best annualized
10-year return since the 2008 financial crisis, at over 20%?
1. First Trust NYSE Arca Biotech ETF (FBT)
2. Delaware Healthcare I (DLHIX)
3. Fidelity Select Retailing (FSRPX)
4. First Trust Dow Jones Internet ETF (FDN)

From: Tax Law Shifts Estate Plans
4. In which year will the new tax law’s doubling of the estate
tax exemption end?
1. 2020
2. 2035
3. 2025
4. There is no expiration date

From: Kitces: Does the New Federal Budget Help or Hurt
Clients? (Online only)
9. As part of the new federal budget, an additional tier of
Income-Related Monthly Adjustment Amount Medicare
Part B premium surcharges will be introduced, in 2019, at a
MAGI threshold of how much for married couples?
1. $500,000
2. $450,000
3. $750,000
4. $1,000,000

5. Under the new tax law, at what percentage is the income
tax deduction for pass-through businesses?
1. 15%
2. 25%
3. 10%
4. 20%
From: Our Duty to Protect Seniors, Aided by New Tools for
Advisors (Online only)
6. Which new and amended FINRA rules, effective as of
Feb. 5, allow advisory firms to place a hold on accounts if
they suspect financial exploitation?

10. Which IRS tax-filing form is specifically geared
toward filers age 65 or older, who may need to report Social
Security benefits, pensions and retirement account
distributions?
1. Form 1040EZ
2. Form 1040SR
3. Form 1040A
4. Form 506-T

Financial Planning offers its Continuing Education Quiz exclusively online at FPCEQuiz.com.
To earn one hour of continuing education credit from the CFP Board of Standards, please visit our website and answer the
questions above. Planners must answer eight out of 10 questions correctly to pass. Credit will count under CFP Board
subject A: financial planning process/general principles. The deadline for participation is April 30, 2019.
In addition, the Investments & Wealth Institute, formerly the Investment Management Consultants Association,
has accepted this quiz for CIMA, CIMC and CPWA CE credit. Advisors must answer eight out of 10 questions
correctly to pass. The deadline is April 30, 2019.
If you need assistance, please contact SourceMedia customer service at help@sourcemedia.com or (212) 803-8500.

Financial-Planning.com
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Are You Reaching

A

the Female Market?

In the next five years, private wealth is expected to grow from $14 trillion to
$22 trillion — women will control an estimated two-thirds of that money*.
The Women’s Choice Award® for Financial Advisors & Firms was created to
help women identify advisors that provide quality service and possess a strong
commitment to their female clientele**. For advisors, it provides a competitive
advantage to stand out from the competition.

-

We dominate Google rankings when women are searching for financial advisors.
Take advantage of our online presence as well as program benefits including
turnkey resources, dedicated landing page, a feature in our national USA Today
ad—just to name a few.
Join the elite network of Women’s Choice Award advisors and start attracting the
most powerful decision maker in the world: women.

serv

*Source: www.cnbc.com/2015/02/02/sors-have-such-a-hard-time-reaching-women.html / **Advisors that meet our 17-point criteria can earn the Women’s Choice Award.

Visit us at womenschoiceaward.com or take the qualification questionnaire now!

Start Planning!
Reach the largest audience of Independent Advisors
with SourceMedia Recruitment & Classified
Please contact:
Christina Chilelli
at 212-803-8586

F
Finan
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For more information, contact Christina Chilelli at 212-803-8586

Always looking for ‘RETIRED’ Investment Advisors
‘TIRED’ of losing
monthly income!
Contact Jonas C. Everett, radio & tv host
with over 21 years of experience in mergers
& acquisitions for:
- Book of Business Purchases
- Lump Sum Opportunities
- Branch Office Opportunities
- Complimentary Appointment Scheduling
- Succession Planning

Tune into the Premier Financial Hour Tuesdays at
6pm on WMT 600AM & Financial Perspectives
Sundays at 11:30am on KCRG Channel 9

Free Succession Planning System for Retiring Advisors
www.lightedtunnel.com

3600 1st Avenue NE, Suite 100 | Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(800) 383-6590 | jonas.everett@premieriowa.com | premierinvestmentsofiowa.com

Securities offered through Registered Representatives of Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., a Broker/Dealer, member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory
services offered through Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor. Cambridge and Premier Investments of Iowa are not affiliated.

Don’t Miss the May issue of

Home of the Independent Financial Adviser
Adviser Focused - Technology Leaders - Values Driven
Serving Advisers Since 1990

Financial Planning:
The latest insights and tools

advisors can use to
Don’t Miss the
help their clients plan for
longer lifespans and higher
March issue of Financial Planning:
health care costs.
Complying with the Fed’s
Space Close: 04/05
Fiduciary Ruling What Advisers Can Do to Assure
Start Planning!
Compliance
Reach the largest audience of
Independent Advisors
with SourceMedia
Recruitment & Classified
Space
Close: 1/31
ents

• Midwest Based
• Weekly Payouts
• Fidelity Clearing & Custody Solutions
• RBC CS Platforms
• RIA Services
• Personal Service You Deserve
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www.cfdinvestments.com

Contact: Brent Owens
www.joinCFD.com
Call: 800.745.7776
Email: brent@joincfd.com OR brent.owens@cfdinvestments.com

Creative

inancial
Designs

www.creativefinancialdesigns.com
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Selfie
Winning Over Older Clients
How a young financial planner can use youth to his advantage
in appealing to baby boomers. Hint: Don’t say “literally.”

ally received an inheritance.
In courting older clients,
I also took care in how I
spoke. I became more cognizant of how millennials tend
to incorrectly use “literally,”
for one. I worked at eliminat-

By Matthew Boersen

ing verbal ticks such as “like”
and “um.” I wanted to sound

Starting out as a young financial planner isn’t

portunity now.

less like my clients’ grand-

easy. After all, you have no track record, no

Investors ages 55 to 60 will likely need a

referral base and no real-world experience.

financial planner for 25 to 30 more years to

professionals they were used

come, so I started asking prospects, “How

to dealing with.

The sell-to-your-friends approach often
doesn’t work, either. When I started out, I

long would you like to work with your finan-

was 21 and determined to use a fee-based

cial planner?” The typical answer was, “For

approach. My friends were
unlikely to have the money

the rest of my life.”
I would then kindly

children and more like the

Finally, I became proactive
about reaching out to my
clients. I routinely scheduled
meetings every six months, or

to generate substantial

point out they shouldn’t be

even quarterly for my biggest

AUM fees, so I tried target-

looking for an advisor who

clients. If the market made

ing baby boomers and

might retire in the next

headlines, I sent personalized

older clients. But this came

few years — they needed

updates on my clients’ invest-

with its own challenges.

an advisor who was still

ments and I would take them

Many prospects had chil-

going to be around in 30

out to lunch to learn about

dren, and sometimes even

years. Many baby boom-

other areas I could assist in.

grandchildren, who were

ers haven’t thought of it

When starting out, I also

older than I. Not surprising-

this way before, and this

made sure I traveled to my

ly, they rarely saw my age

approach gave me the op-

clients instead of asking

as a positive when deciding

portunity to book second

them to come to my office.

whom to trust with their life

meetings.

This dropped the cancella-

savings.
A key transition for me

I also focused on planning across the genera-

tion rate by 75%.
This strategy also allowed

was when I realized my

tions. I would spend time

me to see pictures of their

youth could be turned into

with my clients’ children,

children and grandchildren,

a positive. It came as a

working with them on their

making it easy to transition

slow realization, but as I

401(k)s and starting Roth

into conversations about

read more about the aging

IRAs from scratch. These

generational wealth.

industry, it struck me that

were things that didn’t gen-

Being 30 to 40 years

retiring older advisors cre-

erate revenue for me but let

younger than your clients

ated a major opportunity for me and the rest
of the younger generation. I then realized

my clients know I cared about their families.
Additionally, by developing relation-

can be challenging, but with
some thought and phenom-

I didn’t have to wait until the older advisors

ships with the second generation, my clients

enal service, Generation Y

actually started to retire, but instead could

gained confidence that I would be a good

advisors can turn their youth

position myself to take advantage of the op-

influence on their children when they eventu-

into a positive.

FP

Matthew Boersen is a CFP at Straight Path Wealth Management, an RIA with two offices near Grand Rapids, Michigan.
To submit a Selfie commentary, email fpeditor@sourcemedia.com. Post your comments online at financial-planning.com.
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EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE

BEST MEDIA BRAND

GENERAL EXCELLENCE

(Overall Editorial Excellence)

(Industry/Topic-Specific Division)

BEST NEWS COVERAGE

BANKING/FINANCE
(Small Division)

BEST WEBSITE

BEST COMMENTARY/BLOG

Financial Planning has won 2 Society of
American Business Editors and Writers
Awards – among the most prestigious
awards in business journalism.
Financial Planning has won 4 Neal Awards
for B2B content from Connectiv,
The Business Information Association –
more wins than any other media brand.

financial-planning.com
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S&P DJI can launch big ideas
When engineering new strategies and creating
index-linked vehicles that enhance allocations,
working with S&P Dow Jones Indices makes the
transformative difference. Global product issuers
turn to our indices to expand into new territories.
Together, we help power growth and enable
investors to explore with greater conﬁdence.

indexology®
sets the course

spdji.com/indexology

© S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global 2018. All rights reserved. S&P ® and Indexology ® are registered trademarks of Standard
& Poor’s Financial Services LLC. Dow Jones ® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC. It is not possible to invest
directly in an index. S&P Dow Jones Indices receives compensation for licensing its indices to third parties. S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC does
not make investment recommendations and does not endorse, sponsor, promote or sell any investment product or fund.
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